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' INTRODUCTION ' '

In the mass of critical commentary on the plays of . 

William Shakespeare one finds 'comparatively little: about;: 
the development of the playwright from his earliest to his . ; 
mature works» The prevailing tendency is to concentrate ' :
on the plays : in isolation one from another, so that therey :': 
remains much ground to be. covered in tracing the artist “ s ' .
changing and. maturing point of view throughout bis continu

ous writing career. , i ; .
1 ■ Particularly is this true of Shakespearef s greatest : '; v 

period, when he wrote H a m l e t O t h e l l o . Kind Lear, and Mae!' v • 
bath. Each of these plays is such a monolith in its own

right that critics tend to overlook evidences of the /

• dramatistfs increasing skill and changing Weltanschauund 

during the six years from the writing of Hamlet, about ■
1600, to the completion of Kina Lear, in about 1606. Yet 
•six ;.years during the. peak period of -any mature artist tare;'/: I/'"//;;/ 

bound to bring important .changes, and especially in the 
case of Shakespeare, who is, as one critic, notes, "the 
supreme example of the long and gradual developer, the ■
master of assimilation, who loses nothing however much
' , - ! ;. :■ „i '-/ • .. : ' ■ / • ■ . - ' ' ■ v  ''he gaxn©».«a»n ; % • . . - •.•.'/ //

Patrick Cruttwell. The Shakespearean Moment and .
its Place in the Poetry of the 17th Century (London:, 1954)t!
P-39. " •/: ' t: " ' :/-.
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In the Study that follows 1 have chasen to concentrate 
on the plays Hamlet arid King Lear for three reasons. First, 
Hamlet a p p e a r s  at the beginning and King Lear more or less at 
the end of Shakespeare's "major phase." Thus, these two 
plays represent the rough chronological limits of Shakespeare's 

great productive period?\.::. - ' w  ' '
Second, there are interesting parallels between the 

characters of these two plays which make the comparison be

tween them a natural one. . ’■ /
Third, I have long held the theory that many of the 

philosophical problems posed in Hamlet find their resolution 
in Kino Lear, and that, therefore, a study of the latter 

play can shed light on many of the ideas Shakespeare explores, 

in embryo form, in the earlier play.

^This phrase is borrowed, of cburse, from the title 
of F.0 . Matthiessen1s well-known study, Henry James; the Major 
Phase. - : ; ' ' . V ' ' ' " V " ' ■ :

3 ■ : " - 1 , '' ' ■ : 1 . . • ' ■It is thought that MScbeth was written either after 
or at the same time as Kino Lear. Obviously, however, King 
Lear is the mpte mature work of the two. In the wdrds of a 
prominent Shakespearean critic*, "King Lear, in a dozen ways, 
is, the culmination of Shakespeare. It may be regarded from 
almost as many angles as life itself.... Kino Lear, by a 
onion of human intimacy and elemental vastness, exceeds the 
other three CHamlet. Othello. Macbeth! in the universal im
pression it produces.. To say that in this respect it syn
thesizes Othello and- Macbeth is to stamp it, by that fact, ‘ 
incomparable.- 'That is one reason.why it is hard to think 
of it as having been written before Macbeth.n Harold C„ 
Goddard. The. Meaning of Shakespeare (Chicago. 1951), II,
136,: ■ ' '';" ' ' , ' ' ■ / ' ■ 'V " :



The simplest •'and clearest parallelisms in Hamlet i 
and King Lear are not found among the,major characters 

but rather in the subordinate roles. This presents an 

immediate advantage in sheer bulk, both for the writer 
in avoiding unnecessary entanglements with the complex™ 
ities of the major characterization and for the reader 
in clarifying the lines of logical argument to be followed

■ A further advantage gained in dealing with sub

ordinate roles is that the material represents, -an area 

of unbroken ground in Shakespeare criticism. Critics 
have primarily occupied,themselves w i t h t h e  major pro- : 
tagonists at the expense of the subordinate roles, which 
have been considered primarily a s a n  aid to. the inters 
prstation of the major components of each play. To the 

.best of my knowledge, , as I have already:'Saids 1 no critic : 

has as yet concentrated his attention on the subordinate 
roles in these ;piays as a means of tracing Shakespeare6s 

development through the period in which they were written.

In summary, then, to counteract the two critical 

tehdencies of treating .Shakespeare's great plays in isola
tion n from o n e ;another, and of concentrating on the main 
characters at the expense of the' subordinate r o l e s t h i s



study will concern itself with evidences of 5hakespeare9s 
development in two of his greatest plays„ Hamlet and King. 
Lear? by considering parallels between1 three pairs of sub
ordinate characters? namely, Osrib and Oswald, Ophelia and

' ■ 4 ' 1 .■ : ■Cordelia, Polonius and Gloucester*

. Ihe first p air .of s ubor din at e but contributory' ;

characters whom we shall consider comprises Osric in hamlet 

and Oswald in King Learo Alike in age, position, and con

cept of service, these two young men,are strikingly similar» 
However, in comparing the rather stereotyped characterization 
of Osric in the earlier play with the living ahd controvert 
sfellfigure:of Oswald in the latter play, one gets some 
measure of Shakespeare6s increasing competence in dramatic 

characterization and his increasing ability to make each 

part contribute its share towards the total significance 

■':a f \ th 6; pi ay«,/; ; r : ' / Y/:: : ;:: hi ''
The second pair of characters whom we shall consider 

is Ophelia in Hamlet and Cordelia in King Lear* They are 
both marriageable young girls whose background is of the 

courto Both are close to the kihg and both are brought to

. 4 ' . ■ -■ v . ’ : " ". - - ■
Three pairs of characters were chosen because a 

less er number would not . give an a deguafe cross' section; of ; 
the plays8: characterization; a greater number might pre
vent sufficient thoroughness in the treatment of the com
parisons. . , V'y ; ' ■ ■ ...

- . ■ V ■ . , . . . , : ' : ' ■i.t f



,a test of filial obedience burdened with heavy responsibil® . 

ity because of their proximity to the throne. As Shake#- 
.̂ Kesre; sstudies this responsibility in the two plays, he pro
gresses from the simple obedience of Ophelia, on the one
hand, to the complex problem of obedience faced by Cordelia, 
who, in disobeying her father, obeys her own conscience and
her own concept of true obedience.

A third set of characters whom we shall consider is 
Poloniiis in Hamlet and Gloucester in Kino Lear. Both are old, 
experienced counselors Who occupy similar positions and dis
play similar frailties. However, the static quality which 
keeps Polomius and unchanging entity and makes him, in his 
rigidity, almost a comic figure in Hamlet, is contrasted to 

the agonizing growth of Gloucester in King Lear.
Having concentrated on Shakespeare's increasing skill 

in characterization, we shall move on to show his increasing 
command of character as; a symbolic, means of stating the . '

phildsopHical significance underlying the plays. It will 
be shown that Shakespeare’s ability to define fundamental 
problems, clearly and dramatically, increases along with 

his skill and insight in resolving them.



'.V ■■■■ ' :V CHAPTER .!> : ,

v- 05R1C AND OSWALD

The two courtiers, Osric and Oswald, are the least;' 

important of the three pairs of parallel characters that 
we are about to considera Their very simplicity in them
selves and in relation to the plot makes the comparison an 
easier , one and,, for that reason, a good one with which to 

begin.. : ;̂; ': \ . A ' 1 ^ ; .': ': ;: ;  ̂/: ,' - ; '
/ The most obvious and immediate resemblance lies in 

their names, a resemblance which suggests a linkage between 
the two men in Shakespeare’s mind. - That Shakespeare associ
ated names with character types can be noted in other plays ? 

thus, the loyal and loving" Julia of The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona could well have served as a prototype for the even 
more loving and loyal Juliet of Romeo and Juliet. . .

The qualities which Shakespeare associated with the 
names Os tic and Oswaid seem to have approximated! those which 

the modern playwright might associate with such names as 

Percival and Archibald. Both courtiers appear to be weak

:■ ■ 1 . ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ . ' •' : . : . . . ; , Similarly, the name Claudio or Claudius seems to
have had an unfavorable association in Shakespearees mind 
and caused him to turn out, in one form or other, an unsym
pathetic character:, e.g., Claudio o f Mbch Ado About Nothing. 
Claudio of Measure for Measure, and Claudius of Hamlet.



ire character and are held in coretempt by the more substan%- 
tial characters in the two plays 9 a' contempt seen ire the 
ridicule of Dsric by Hamlet and that ef Oswald by Kenta ;

Osric and Oswald are young and hold similar positions 
at court» They are royal messenger boys;, and both of them 
take their positions seriously,, identifying themselves with 

the power of those they serve, indications are that neither 
courtier has much intellect or thinks very far beyond the 

superficialities of ' cdurt'i'ifeo :.':'tisriciv':'for example, who 

addresses Hamlet ire the highly elaborate speech of the'court# 
is easily confounded when Hamlet mimics:; him with even more 

elaborate speech« Osric is not only baffled by Hamlet* s 
speech but unable to understand the fact that Hamlet is . .  

making fun of him. Horatio sums up the limits of Osric8s
wit 2 18His purse is empty already,' all8s golden words are
■ ■ '  ■ • ■. ‘ ■ ' ' . 
spent.«9 , ' : ;V;' ■' ' '' : '

Oswald, like Osric, is certainly not a man of 
original ideas, bat, in haying a purpose, he seems of 

greater intellectual status. For examplej, he is able to. 
talk Cornwail into taking his side against Kent’. ■ "It is • 

vKeret who sums up Oswald's intellect as well as His moral ;

Hamlet. V, 2, 11. 117=135. The edition used through
out this work is that edited by G.E. Harrison, Shakespeare. 
the Complete Works (New York, 1948), This edition is based 

. on the Globe text. .

■ ■ ■ Tbido , ;V, 1 .J. 1,3.8', : y : : I .

Kina Lear. II.: 2. 1. 123ff,\ .



characters ,v\

That such a slave, as this should wear a sword,
• v V"' / waars mo honesty =. Such • smiling rogues as these, ’ V:

, Like rats, oft bite the holy cords a-twain, ; t
, . Which are too. intrinse to unloose; smooth every ' passion

. ■ That in the natures of their lords rebel? " ; . •
. :: Bring oil'to fire, snow to their colder moods;

Renege, affirm, and turn their halcyon beaks .' ■̂  ? ; ,
With every gale, and vary of their masters»

' ■ /' ' . ,v:■ Knowing naught, like dogs,, but following0 5

Although, they rare cut , more or less , from the same , ' 
cloth, withyrespect'to .mental fiber, the real differences r .

1 . r ■ ; between the two courtiers ; begin to appear, when one considers 

• their •moral quailitiese For example, both are opportunists;
. with an eye towards their own advancement at court, but

> ' • . their conduct is very different„ Osric apparently: hopes . ''■!

'l -vl  ̂'to, win preferment by being pleasing and serviceable to! ;
those in power, but shows no awareness of the underlying 

• . forces of good and evil which they represent <, He becomes ::
the stereotype of .the l.talianate; fop, a. type ^notoriously 

: - • unpopular with.Shakespeare and with Elizabethan, audiences ' ,

except as a rich source, of stage; humor.,f Thus Hamlet 
; treats Osric with good-natured'raillery which is far • ' " ,

-■ lighter in tone than the bitter distrust that,-in general,

' Iv. •; King Lear, 11, 2, 11. 78=86. ; •, y v ;

': ; John Wo Draper, ^Shakespeare’s, Italianate Courtier,
: Ssric, f Revue de Litterature Compares,, , 15e an<,, : p ,-289.



' . Hamlet feels and expresses about the court life which O s r i c \  '

■ .represents / . ' : , ' ;
-; He did comply with his dug before he f ;

sucked it o Thus. has he ■=== and many more of the "; ^
same breed that I know the drossy age dotes do •==

' . only got the tune of.the time and outward habit of
encounter9 a kind of yesty collection which carries 

v; the® through and through the most fond and . ' ■
• winnowed opinions and do but blow them to ’

their trial, the babbles are oute7 ■
■ . •' .;.v;,ln this description, Hamlet puts his finger on :y-: ■:
:'11::::; Os r ic T blpriiia t’y’ ' bh Or a ct e r is t ic - i-- ■ superficiality * His service "i";'

. is m a l l e a b l e t h e  pressure of the situation alone determines \

• his course of action o' For examples, after s erving the evil
;;f:f v'l' purposes of the court in carrying: the challenge from Claudius . :

f  and Laertes to Hamlet, he later serves fairly and impartially

■ :;as a refereeo. Qsric8;s actions are more or less unpredict- ’ V

i' able' unless they follow his own Shallow; ideals of courtly ;.

: ; . Oswald's conduct in Kino Lear is; never ianpredict- v
'■:y f ' f ' a b l e ■ Serving his own ambition $, he is very much aware of ' <■.' 'i.. ''.yyC’,

• the good, and evil plots at court and has freely ■chosen to ■
' participate in the latter» For this reason -. Oswald is not " -I,

only more serious in his own right but is treated more ■

y ' . .y (Hamlet, V 2, 11. 195-282. 'y .5 ,'y

, ' ';y'"::' Ibidc,. V 5 ' 2, 11 0 292 and 312. '■ y f v*'';y



seriously by others than is Gsric in Hamlet« By the time of
the writing of King Lear. Shakespeare has abandoned; his
lighthearted attitude towards the courtier,.and the whimsi
cal baiting of Hamlet changes to. the outrage of the conscisn*™
titi-us.Kent who is not amused bys ,

00.0 one that wouldst be a bawd 
in way of good service, and art nothing but the
composition of a knave, beggar, coward, pander^ :

: and the son and heir of a mongrel bitch;--9 : !

Shakespeare? s stern.treatment of Oswald is consistent
throughout the play* There is no humor in this courtier$, nor
does anyone treat him humdrously0 Goneril, who has most to
do with Oswald,, uses him primarily as an agent to further her
own ambitious ends* In serving her, Oswald sinks from the -
•• ■ ' ■ 2 Qcowardice he displays when challenged by Kent . to the final
degradation of attempting, to murder the blind and defenceless
' i - , ' :.'■■■ ll':' V" :":v '  ̂ ' .Gloucester*

In all his actions,,, there is about Bswald a consisten

cy and firmness of purpose which makes him a much more signif
icant character than his early’ counterpart, Qsrice Even when
Regan, who is no less vicious than her sister, tempts Oswald

■ ' , ' ; •• ' ■ ; ■ •; r?
to let her read Eon eril11 s letter^ be is firm in his refusal.

^ Kina Lear . 11. 2 . 1 1 . 20-24 o \ ' :\' f 'v

1 QIbid.> II, 2 . 1 1 . 1-95. ■; ' •

. l% b i d .. IV. 6 . 1 1 . 230-233. . ’: : .

. ' Ibid*. 5, 11. 6-39. , .



Again, im a later scene? as he is dying, he pleads with 
Edgar id deliver the, letter,,^ - ' , , , ,

Oswald's commitment to Goneril°s cause is so \ 
purposeful that it has1 caused some critical controversy 
about his characterizatiOFie, Certain critics have taketo 
Oswald's loyalty as. evidence of the fact that there are 
redeeming qualities in his nature. Dr« Johnson, for ex
ample, is puzzled that 5hakespeare..Wmdddled:';the:,pure 

wiehedheSs of- Oswald with so much fidelity„" Smith , ;

praises .Oswald for being;"faithful to his mission at
■ ■' ' ', ■ ' ■ ' ■. • - • . . • -his death," - and Kittredge, moved to sympathy by

Oswald's "blind fidelity"" exonerates him on the grounds 
of his dgg-like devotion., v ; : •

' . But is loyalty, in itself, .necessarily an admir
able quality', or must; it not rather be judged in accord-

■ Kina Lear., IV. 6 . 1 1 . 252-256., •

. :V ^^Walter Raleiah. Johnson on Shakespeare (London„ 
ISO'S p »' 15So Original source not a v a i l a b l e ■ ''

^RoFlb Smith, "A Good Word for Oswald,, " A. Tribute 
to George Coffin Tavlor, edv Arnold Williams (University 
of Morth; Carolina - Press, 1952) p 0 64,

a Lo, Eittredge, Shakesoeare (Cambridde. 1924)
p., ; 4 l t ' v ;■ v.:; 'v ; ::



ahee with what it is loyal to? So judged, OswaldSs' "blind 
fidelity" is seen only as consistency in one who has chosen ; 
the side of evil early and committed himself to it totally„ 
This.is the view of Moultony who interprets Oswald as "an 

agency for evil* while Coi'eridge goes even farther in
declaring Oswald "the only character of utter unredeemable
■ ■■ ''' :' - ' 1 8  : baseness in Shakespeare*"

The very fact that critical Opinion differs over 
Oswald indicates that Shakespeare has •been able to expand! 
the role of courtier from the simple, early stereotype to 

the living, purposeful figure of the later play* The differ
ence is primarily one of consciousness on the part of the 

character of the role he is playing and of its moral implies 
tion.s<» ilnlike' Osric, Oswald is fully conscious of his 

commitment to the cause of evil and is thus morally respone- 
sitile for ito This awareness and this responsibility make 
him a positive factor in the war between good and evil and 
enable him to contribute in an important way to the plot 

and to the total meaning of the play* , .
. Mow we shall .turn to the larger roles of Ophelia 

and Cordelia, a comparison between whom shows a similar

' . ' - if : ' '•■■■■ ' . ' ' ' • ; ••••.: 'Richard 6 * Moulton. Shakespeare as a Dramatic 
Artist, 4th edo (Oxford-, 1893), p, 368,

^®Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Coleridge's Shakespeare 
Criticism, ed* T 0 M e Ravsor (London, 1930) I, 6Zo



development on Shakespeare's part® The importance of the 
cons'ciopsness of moral responsibility will be' seen? not in 
the relationship of subject to king as with. Osric and Oswalds, 
but in the. more important one of child to parent? as Shakes

peare probes the obligations ihherent-in the relationship 
between the generations®, ,,v, , : ;v ..; .t



\ CHAPTER II . :

OPHELIA AND; CORBELIA

: As t h e :ndmes Osfic and Oswald suggest a linkage
between tbe two coarti'ers in Shakespeare8s mind» so the 

similar ring in the names Ophelia and Cordelia also' 
suggests a possible association between these two young 

women in the mind of the author. In fact} many points 
of correspondence do exist between them. :

Both are:marriageable young ,women, brought up in? 
good families where the sole source of •authority is a 
widowed fatber. Both are obedient and respect their 

fathers® Since they live at court, their .responsibilities 

; to father' and king are, 'for all practical purposes,
■ identical,; . In Cordelia8s case, of course, her father 
is the timg 0 In Ophelia’s, her father’s devotion to the 

throne renders obedience to father tantamount to obedi
ence to the king* Thus the responsibilities of these two 

young girls as daughters and as subjects are practically 

identical. : ■
Though they are respectfully obedient to father 

and king, both also show considerable ’’spunk” towards 

those of their own generation* Ophelia spiritedly, if 
quietly, gives her brother a bit of his own medicine



' \ ;■ 10

when he attempts on his departure t o 'lecture her about

^.virtues; : : . :  ̂. ' , , . , v' .. . r : ; v ;:'■ ■ v ' ; , : ■
7.' ; I shall the effect of this good • lesson keep

As watchman- to my hearte Buts good my brother^
Do not» as some ungracious pastors do s 

, ShoW me the steep ahd thorny way to Heaven 
Whilst, like a ■puffed and reckless libertines 
Himself the primrose path of dalliance treads 

- - > ■ An d7 recks not his; .own redell ' i ; ' ■/i/ " '■
Though Ophelia's geptle dodhter^leeture is indirect; it
conveys her mean ip g well enoughi.<, e. that if Laertes 

intends to set himself up ad her 'momitors, We had better 
practice what he preaches®

Cordelia-, in King Lear also takes part £h ® fare

well scene and shows; , a good -deal of spirit in addressing 
her sisters* ' v- i - /" t..;' -- -

' The jewels of our father, with washed eyes . ,
Gordelia leaves you 0 I know you what you are,

1 Ahd, like a sister, am most loath to call
Your faults as they are naraedl Use well our father® 
,To yOur professed bosoms; 1 commit him*
But yet, alaSj stood I within his grace*

■- 1 would prefer him to a better place® 2 ,

Though these two 'speeches are similar in .that
both show independence of mind and spirit, at least in 
relationship to the speakers 1 contemporaries, the dif
ferences are even more striking, and for our purposes., 

far more important, since they reflect the basic dif-

- Hamlet,, I;, - 3, ‘11®, 45 —51«,

Kina Learo I.* 1, 1 1 ® 271-277.



• ; ; ' ■ • ■ . ' 11

faiences between the two yomimq womens
Ophelia is not serious but is merely indulging in 

a verbal parry* Her speech bears no real suggestion that 
she hopes, te influence her brother 1 s actions by what she 
is saying^ Certainly there is. no threat that, should he 
behave as a libertine, she will, do likewise,, '.She does not 

take what she is saying seriously, nor does he*

This :is not the case 'with Cordelias There is real 
bitterness in calling her sisters "jewels of our father0M 
The tears that wash her eyes are real tears» They enable 
her to see clearly into the actual state of affairs when 

she tells them, "I know you what you are.*. Cordelia dis

dains naming her sisters 1 faults, but rather warns them to 
treat their father well. She concludes with the regret that 

she cannot.now protect her father from them and wishes that 

he had provided better security for his old age.
/ ' Cbrdelia1s speech is a serious statement about a 

real situation in which she tries to influence her two 
sisters 8 future course of action 0 Although it is not a 

speech calculated to win them over, it is a realistic one 
i n  its appraisal of the situation, and has a clearly defined 
purpose. Comparing it with Ophelia1s speech, one gets some 
measure' of the difference between the two roleso The fact 

that the circumstances in Which Cordelia speaks her words .



.are more serious than those in which Ophelia speaks hers 
in no way explains away or diminishes the difference be= 
'tween the characters which these speeches suggest. The 

consistently greater seriousness of circumstances in Kino 
Learo as I shall, show later in this study, is in part the 
cause and" in part the effect of the greater depth and 
seriousness of its characters, Furthermore, the same 
difference is seen when we consider Ophelia in circum
stances far more serious to her and to the action of 
Hamlet as a whole, and compare the tWri girls, not in 
their relationship (respectiwely) to hrother and to ' 

sister's, •but in their relationship to their fathers„ 
here the question of obedience rises* . •

- Both Ophelia and Cordelia are respectful towards 
their f a t h e r ' s W i t h  Ophelia, however, the claims' of 

obediehce go to. the extreme and drain away her initiative 
as well i ad her, sense of responsibility, To her f ather ; 

she speaks only when spoken to and answers PoloniusT 
every question no matter how personal, even going so f a r 

es to show him her letters and reveal her private converse 

tiOns with Hamlets Polonius makes a special point of 
Ophelia8's •obedience when he' reads the contents of one of .



< ■■ : " V  ; 1 3

■ This im obedience hath my dawgbtei shown me.
And more above, hath his solicitings,
As they fell out by time, by means and place, .
All given to mine ear®?

Mot only does Ophelia tell her father everything 
that passes between Hamlet and herself , but s h e . dnqpestion— 
ingly and undiscriminatingly yields to every demand;: which 
Polonins makes upon her, co-operating, for example, in his 

plan to trap Hamlet in what will be referred:, to hereafter 
as "the nunnery scene.% -

This ready complaisance of Ophelia is in part ex
plainable by lack of intellectual capacity. She is not 
stopid— -the.exchange with Laertes demonstrates that— ; . 
she has simply never learned, perhaps because she has . 
never had the chance to learn, to think out Important 1  

questions for herself= Even critics generally sympathet—  

ices -with Ophelia admit that she is "not Intellectually
reraarkableo" Neither, for that matter, is Cordelia, but •
from the first scene in which she appears we find her to 
be what Ophelia so plainly is not: intellectually Indepene- 
dent in making decisions of major importance = , ■Ophelia rs 
reactions to her father 11 s commands is a meek and immediate
- ' ' '' . -V.-; \ \ •
surrenders "I shall obey, my lord," But Cordelia's: "What

Hamlet. II» 2 . 1 1 . 125»128»

A ,C „ Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy. (Mew York, 
1955), p. 96. ■ ; . ; ; . , . r y : •

Hamlet. I ̂ 3, 1.6 136 =



'■ ; . - 5  - ' ■' - v:; . '■■shall Cordelia do?” makes strenuous, on-the-spot demands 
upon the intellects

The main reasons for Ophelia9s too-ready o.bedierTee, 
however? goes deeper than a lack of intellectual gifts = It 
signifies a lack of true moral conviction. And it is here, 
on this more important level, that the real difference be
tween the two girls is to be found. In contrast with Oph
elia 8s supine#ess, there Is in Cordelia 18a strange freedom 
and energy of spirit.,* leading to a most unusual boldness 
of action o'* It is this difference which allows Ophelia, . 

in the guise of obedience, to tolerate and take part In 
Polonius8 not very honorable plan, whereas the strong 
ibner conscience of Cordelia modifies her concept of obed

ience when the demands made upon her are in conflict with, 
kerr own principles of moral integrity =, '

, Me see this difference most Clearly when we compare 
the scenes in which each girl is asked by her parent to play 

out a part which involves some dissembling. In each case 

the underhanded tactic can be rationalized away as the 
necessary means towards a desirable end.



Pphelid8s test; arises in the nunnery scene, when 

Polonius asks her to draw out Hamlet in order to find the 
/cause of his presumed insanity while Polonies and Claudius 
listen behind the curtaih: ■ :
• Polo Ophelia, walk you here. Gracious,so please you,

• : Itfe will bestow ourselves, ■EJo Oohelial Read on
1 :';''' : this book, ' - I : : ' :v

. That show of such an exercise may.color
four loneliness. We are oft-to blame in this—

, , 1Tis too much proved~-that with devotion8s visage
'■ And pious action we do sugar o 8 er
, ’ The Devil himself,P ' '• '- '

That Ophelia is trying to {}sugar o 6 er the Devil 
himself" is, in a sense., both true and faise. Her motiva
tion to help in Hamlet's cure provides justification, but, 

at the same tirae, she is allowing herself to tie used as a 

cover for Claudius and Pglqniiis, who are listening behind 

the curtain, Ophelia is using a bad means, and one she 
has made no effort to question, for a supposedly good end 
and, as is often the case with those who reason that the 

end justifies the means, the plan misfires and produces ' 

disastrous reaults. It is true that Ophelia gives no 
indication that she is aware of means and ends, but seems • 
to act solely out of blind obedience. In obeying her 

father, however, she becomes a pawn of the court,; andy in 
the ensuing circumstances oyer which .she has ho controlj 

is defeated by madness and death®

^Mamlet, III 1, 11 i 43-48,



Though pitifuly, Ophelia's characterization Is 
flight and her death by drowning may well have been intend
ed as a symbol,of her life, in which she is drowned by 

forces stronger than her own. But her catastrophe cannot 

be called tragic .because s h e .has no real awareness of her^ 
self nor has she risen to the level of conscious choice*
As we have seen in the case of Doric? so with Ophelia, her 

lack of inner consciousness of her own role and her unaware^ 
ness of moral issues prevent any real responsibility for 

her actions and thus reduce her significance in the play*
the conflict between obedience and moral responsi

bility is posed again in Kino Lear, when Cordelia's father 
asks her.to Compromise her integrity in an act of filial 

obedienceo He has arranged to abdicate and divide his 
kingdom among his three daughters according to the merit 

of their public declarations of love for him®
. * o * Tell me> my daughters, ■

.Since now we will divest us both of rule, .
Interest of territory, cares of state.
Which of you shall We say doth love us most?
That we our largest bounty may extend
Where nature doth with merit challenge^ Eoneril,
O u r •eldest-borp, speak first*9. . t '

This is a "phoney" ceremony which is, or should be,

■ humiliating to both the king and his daughters»- The two 
elder daughters fabricate speeches to suit the mood of the

^Kino Lear* I, 1,. 11* 49=55e



oceasionV but when Cordelia ss; turn arrives, she refuses to 
go through with her. part in Lear’s little dramao This .re
fusal represents a crucial point of decision in the play* 
She could easily justify a speech which would pacify the 
old king;on the grounds of kindness"or expediency but, fdr 

' Cordelia, it is not just a question of humoring am old man. 
or taking the easier way. Rather, it is a question, of de
ceiving and degrading both him and herself. Cordelia faces 

the fact that love implies trust and for this reason she' 
'refuses autbepreticatly justifiable hypocrisy because it ' 

violates the most important basis of the love relationship.

Shakespeare underscores the rightness of Cordelia8s
decision through the device of{dramatic irony when Eoneril

says .to. Cordelia at the end of this 'scene:., . •' >
' o o .You have obedience scanted,. _ _

. And well are worth the want that you have wanted.
. ' ! Shakespeare ironically uses the word ^obedience1*

at,this point to draw attention to the important issue and 
; puts the word in the mouth of tbs daughter who has no con

ception whatever of true obedience. Lest the point be ;. 

missed, Shakespeare follows this remark with a private 
conversation between Boneril and i'Regan which further re

veals the!Machiavellian natures hidden behind the flowery



speeches which Lear has just accepted and rewarded as true 
obediemceL \ . ,7' .

Not qmly through the device of dramatic iroeyp but
by means of Cordelia Is speech its elf s Shakespeare attempts ■;
to point up the unreasonaiDleneds- of Lebr’ s- demand and the
justice of Cordelia's refusal to comply with it*-

-, 7 Good my lord» • ‘ . '
You have begot; # 6 , bred mey loved me» I :
Return those duties back as are right fit»
Obey you, love you, and most honor youc 
Why have my sisters husbands if they say 
They love you all? Haply, when I shall wed.
That lord whose hand must take my plight shall carry
Half my love with him, half my care and duty.
Sure, I shall, never,;marry like my sisters, j y 

. Tp : love my; father all»ti y -'
Cordelia’s speech is often considered: an1 snfortunate 

one by critics; w h o , , like Lear, cannot accept the ’’untenderness 
of Cordelia’s answer and would prefer to see her rephrase it 

and compromise to spare the old king and save herself from 

his angero- Bradley probably expresses this critical view 
most explicitly when he s a y s a truth, is not the only good 
in the world, nor is the obligation to tell the truth the only 
obligationo The matter here was to keep it inviolate, but y 
also to preserve a father® And even if truth were the one 

and only obligation^ to tell much less than truth is not to 

tell it® And Cordelia’s speech not only tells much less thaw



: V  : . . : ' : :

trmth aboiat■ her love, it actually perverts the truth when it:
implies that to give love to a husbaed is to take it from a
■■■'■ ■ , - . ■ 12 fathero- There surely never was a more unhappy speech0n

'■ Cordelia’s- speech may' indeed bep in its immediate
results» a most unhappy ope» But it is also a most honest
0 0 6 9  .in that it not only does not distort the truth but does

not shift its either. If it is an unhappy speech it is so
only because Lear does not understand it„ The point Cordelia
tries to.make isj ironically$ ,that love is not a tangible

quantity that must be measured out 5 that love of a father
does not. mean less love for hdsband, children, etc* This

same point is expressed: more ,:whappily,,> perhaps, I-by. Juliets ■
; My bounty iS as boundless as the sea.

My love as deep? the. more I give to thee.
The more I have? for both are infioite*3-3

■, ' For Cordelia, as for Juliet, love is an "infinite"

which explains the paradox that in her "nothing" ; she is

really saying everything^ : . . ,
But because Cordelia **is ashamed to display her

tenderness before the world and too proud to buy a dowry

with it? Lear misinterprets hero Cordelia 8 s answer , '

■' :''  ̂Bradley, 1 p), : 256 S - ■

' V .  ̂-'̂ oaed-"and' Juliet: .II. . 2 ? 1 1 . 133-135„ ' y ■ , '
' - li ■ ;■ ”■ - :■ .' ; ■ ■ :. ' • ' ' - ' ' : •Kino Lear<i 1, 1 . -1 . 91e '/'■ : • •

- Hardin Creig, In: interpretation of Shakespeare 
(New York, 1948), p 0 2 1 6 „ : ; n



disappoints and humiliates the proud old king* As his fury

rises, Kent sees what is happening and attempts to clarify
Cordelia’s positions _ - '

Think’st thou that duty shall have dread to speak 
When power to flattery bows? To plainness honor8s bound 
When majesty stoops to folly« Reverse thy doom* • ‘ :
And in thy best consideration cheek ' : :
This hideous rashnessc Answer my life my judgment 9 

, Thy youngest daughter does not love thee least*
' Mor are those empty«=hearted whose low soundi '
/ 'iReyerhs' no' hollowness 016 ' v \- ' 'f:

But Kent’s protest is futile0 • Both he and Cordelia are;' 
:BaniSt»6 a.;

: ih this way Cordelia brings catastrophe on hers elf„

But unlike the catastrophe precipitated by Ophelia, which / 
as we have seen i s :negative and meaningless, that which 
Cordelia’s decision leads to is fruitful^ Therefore, the 
difference between Ophelia, and Cordelia, when faced with 
much the:same demand for conventional.obedience at the ex- ; - 

pense of moral integrity, is the main indication of the 

difference between them as dramatic characters and artistic 
conceptions 1 Like, the picture of Osric, that of Ophelia is 

blurred and.weakened by her failure ever genuinely to rise 
to the level of conscious moral choice,, Like Oswald, Cord
elia recognizes the issue with which she is faced, and does 
choose, though with exactly the opposite resultsi for instead



of choosing the broad path to damnation, she chooses the 
narrow one td salvations for herself, for her deladed 
father, and .implicitly for humankind0 •



CHAPTER III 

P B C B P U S  AMD GLOUCESTER

As in the chapters on Qsric and Oswald, Ophelia and 

Cordelia, "we.find that the parallels :betweentthe two father- 
cotinsellors ard strongest. an.d most evident on the level of 
situation, superficial characteristics, habits of thought 
and, to some extent, principles of behavior. Dnce:.more, 

".however, as .we delve deeper into these characters, and ■ • 
especially into.what- we have called' their "moral fiber" 
and, the way in' which this ftoral fiber determines their ' 
'actions, We find the differences within these parallels, ,:; 
differences that reflect even more strongly than the 

differences between Osric: and Oswald, . Ophelia and Cord- , 

elia, the development of their creator between the, writ- 
' ino of Hamlet and that of Kina Lear. .

. : The most obvious parallels between Polehius and

iiouGeSter'are fQUnd in their political.and domestic situ- ' 

atlonSo Beth hold important positions at court as' trusted 
and elderly counselors« They seem to have "the vea'r of the;

* king" in private and public matters= Their positions as: 

heads of faraily' are alsb strikingly•similar„■ • Each is pre
sumably widowed and has sole responsibility in a .family 

: composed' of two children, . ■ ■ :r • '



: Similar in external circumstances, the two counselors' 
also share many personal characteristics which establish a 
bond between themo In the beginnings of the two playss we ; 

find that both aged counselors .have succumbed to the comforts 
; of the easy way. They are both .complacent, unobservant, and 

. vain ; about t heir ^worldly wisdom,," Thes e gen era! estimates 
are founded on specific mehtal and moral traits which over
lap and merge so closely in Shakespeare®s characterization 

of Poionius and Gloucester that they cam, for all practical 
purposes, be discussed simultaneously. ,

For example, in the early part of the plays, both of 

them exhibit signs of bad taste in dealing with their children 

Polonies, in his talk with Ophelia about her romance with , 

Hamlet,' sinks to the level of punning, so, heavy-handed that 

even he has to admit that his verbal acrobatics have been 

rather excessive% . v / .. ' . 'i:
Qph, He hath, my lord, -of late made many tenders 

Of his affection to me.
Pol. Affection! Poohf You speak like a green girl.

Unsifted in such perilous circumstance* i
' Do you believe his tenders, as you call them? ' ;
Opho I do not know, my lord, what I should think® ■ .
Pol. Marry, I ’1 1  t each you... Think yours elf a baby

That you have t a 1en these tenders for true pay,
v Which are not sterling. Tender yourself more dearly,

: \ • Or-™not to crack the wind of the poor' phrase., '
■ - V'- ■ : Punning it thus—  you 1 1 1  tender me a fool.1 , :

1 Hamlet. 1 , 3,. 1 1 . 99-109.



PolamiMS takes Ophelia's romantic dream and redgees

it to the lowest possible common denominator of its potential
illegitimate ootcomeo It is a sign of Polonius 8 .callottsness 
that be can pan about a matter which must, of necessity, be 
of paramount importance to his daughter^ Mis behavior indi
cates not only his bad taste but also his complete lack of 
understanding of the delicacy and importance of the human

feelings he is dealing with* - :
A strikingly similar episode occurs in. the beginning 

of Kino Lear& where Gloucester jokes (once.more using the 
lowest form of humor? the pun) about illegitimacy with* Kent 
in the presence of his bastard son:

Glo. His breeding, sir, hath been at my charge.
, I have ,30 often blushed to acknowledge. him

that now I am brazed to it* - : ■
Kento I cannot conceive youe
Glol Sir, this young fellow’s mother could. Where

upon she grew round-wombed,. and had indeed, sir, 
a son for her cradle ere she had a husband; for her 
bed. So you smell a.fault?? ; , ■; '

Whereas the basis of Polonius’ ill-suited pun is only 

the possibility of illegitimacy, Gloucester here is joking 
about the illegitimate results of his own moral laxity, a 
situation which is far from humorous and.which will, eventual

ly prove his nemesis, So far as its significance in the play



is concerned, Polomius* pum leads nowhere, whereas the matter 
which Gloucester jokes about eventually becomes the basis of 
the tragedy of the sub-plot in Kina, Lear. Thus, even in this 

early instance of an apparently minor flaw shared by Polonius 
and Gloucester, Shakespeare indicates that for the latter the 
stakes are much higher, dramatically and thematically, than 
/they are in the former play. ̂  ; ' ’1  '-.''1 '

An increase, of importance, as we. move from the earli

er play to the later, can be seen also,in another fault shared 

by the two counselors! Both of them .show a lack of respect 
fpr themselves and for others, coupled with a basic lack of 
dignity in human affairs which reveals itself in their will-, 
ingness to accept second-hand evidence.and;to participate''in 
intrigue and eavesdropping,,

Polonius4 fondness for intrigue becomes so extreme 

in hamlet that it makes him almost .the stereotype of /the 
bustling busybody, An An object of comedy, fiblomiusnls 
isepresented as 41 a decayed poiitican driven by the habit 

of a lifetime to employ policy,..and. 4 by indirections find

- 3 . ■ , ' ' . .Because of the complexity of the Polonius-Gloucester
parallel, I shall alter.the approach used for the Osric-Oswald 
and Qphelia^Cordelia comparisons and consider each character 
trait individually, pointing out, in each case, how 'Shakes--' 
speare develops and expands the earlier characterization of 
Polonius to produce the more complex and profounder character- 
izatioB of Gloucester,



directions out« g ” We see instances of Poloniusf ,rpoIicyM
in his commission to Reynaldo to spy on his son in Paris, ,

his manipMlation of people In the nunnery scene, and his 
arrangement t o ,eavesdrop on Hamlet in the queenfs closet.
All of His plans.are marked by an almost school-boyish zeal 
which makes them seem, even though they prove fatal for him 

at last, bn the whole more comic than serious and their 
comic quality prevents them fromadding any significance . 

to the totai meaning of the play*
Intrigue in the case of Gloucester is much rarer 

but of much deeper significance, Polonius 8 eavesdropping 
fphds always toward the comic, but Gloucester1s participa
tion in intrigue has a deadly serious quality which plagues , 
the mind of the:-reader; with a deep sense of foreboding^

Gloucester, is at first trapped by Edmund 8 s. forged

Bernard Spiveck, Shakespeare and the Allegory of 
Evil (Mew York. 1958) o. 374. The quotation is from Hamlet,
I P. 1 , lo ■ 6 6 o ■ .. . :

' 'Hamlet. I I 0 1 o-ll o 1-73 / : ■■ " '
- ; 5 ' ' ' ' ' .. I M d . y  111,:1!, 1 1 . 44ff.

: ; ■ : ' '' ' Ibid. . III, 4. Hi: 1-24 . ' C : ’ '.V;; ; '



. ietters which, incriminates Gidocester6a loyal son«, ,
, Edm« It was mot brought m e s my lord, there’s the 

cunning of it> I found it thrown in at the 
casement of -my cldsetv ; ./ ,, ' ■ " . ' * ; ' „ . ■ ■: , • Q 'Glo, You know the character to be your brother’s? 

When. Edmund states that the handwriting is his 

hroiher’ss •Gloucester accepts this flimsy evidence so 
readily that Edmund can scarcely believe that his trick 
has succeededc. Me offers additional evidence through his 
own incredulity .rather■'than at his father’s insistences

Edme If your honor judge it meety X will place 
you where you shall hear us confer of this,

. and by an auricular assurance have your 
; satisfaction, and that without any further

delay than this very e v e n i n g , 9 '

' By his readiness to accept this questionable 
strategy, Gloucester puts himself completely at Edmund’s
ymercyS: ' - V/,' : : f ; ; ' v-v:..

’ ’,,,seek him out, wind me into him, I pray you,
: Frame the business after your own wisdom. . ,,-̂ 0

In Gloucester’s participation in spying there is,

nothing comic, nor is he, like Polonius, •indulging in con
spiracy for its own sake. Rather, Gloucester feels that
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We 'is taking this course out of necessity, i»e» to find out 
if Edgar is disloyal. , That the necessity is non-existent 
and completely self-imposed'is patent, but at this stage in 
Gloucester8s career> the fact that ■ he resorts to spying helps 
to. indicate his failure as a father and a human being«, Thus 
Shakespeare- emphasizes Gloucester’s characterization and, in" 
underlining His presemt limitations, achieves a basis of con

trast by means of which Gloucester1s future development can 
later be measured. '

Another: trait shared by Polonius and Gloucester is 
extreme Impatience. Rieither can stand an unsolved problem, 

nor has either the strength of mind to withhold judgment.'
Polonius 11 impatience is an inseparable characterise-* 

tie of his self-image as omniscient counselors

Hath there been such a time,/ I ’d fain know that,
That I have positively said ” *Tis so"
When it proved otherwise?!!
Thus, the unexplained fact of Hamlet’s madness sets 

him into a frenry : of activity i , - :: ' . ; v' •'
: v ... I will find

Where truth is hid. though it were hid indeed
Within the eenter» ■ ■
With this declaration, Polonius plans the "hunhery" • 

scene in which he plants Ophelia as a decoy in order to trap

^ H a m l e t . II. 2 . 1 1 . 153-154. ' - ; . . :

; .1 : 1 2 Ibid.. II. 2, 11. 157-159. ; ■ '



Hamlet iato.declaring his crazed love for her whilst Polonies 

and the king eavesdrop from behind the curtain, The gross ob

viousness of this plan makes it immediately apparent to Hamlet? 
it backfires, and in so doing# accelerates the pace of the
entire tragedy, - - •. z/  ̂ r ' . y : .  "

Unperturbed by his failure# Polonius concocts still 
another plan# which again helps to hasten the general catas
trophe and which leads directly to his own;

- ' Let his Queen mother all alone entreat him •
To show his grief. Let her be round with him#

' .And I'll be placed# so please you# in the ear '
. Of all their conference,, 19 -  ̂•

Hidden in the queen’s closet# Polonius misinterprets
the queen’s alarm,ahd impetuously cries out for help. Once
again bis impulsive action results in disaster# this time ■

his: own# and he receives what he little expected# Hamlet 8s
sword through the curtain.

Extreme impatience is also characteristic of Glou-

cester in the early part-of kina Lear, After reading Edmund’s
forged letter# he bursts out# ” 1 would unstate myself to be .

in due resolution,!t Ironically # ■ this is just what he does
as he accepts, In an Othello^like ferment# the first evidence

^hich Edmund,presents against his brother, . -
■ But whereas, Polonius 1 impatience is triggered

: :V ' ' 1 3 H a m l e t III, 1 . 1 1 , 190-193, ; : , :V::; ''
. . 14 ' '1 ■ '■ . ' " : ' ' ■ ' : ' ' ' ' : . ' ■ -' Kino Lear, I. .. 2 . 11, 107-108, , ; • ■ '



primarily ^y vaiaity (he is concerned far his reputation as 
an all-knowing counselor rather than directly with the problem 
of Hamlet 9 s sanity) , Gloucester's impatience arises from per«:^ • v 
sortaSL and extremely distressing causes®, He wants to know 

whether his son is conspiring against him. The answer to 
this question 'invoices his deepest family feelings and will ‘ 

determine:bis whole.future course pf action. Indeed, his 
impatience would be almost justifiable had it followed the 
course of direct, personal investigation rather than accept- 
inq the flimsy evidence offered him by Edmund and so lend- • •

ing. himself to Edmund0s lago-like scheme. Howevers in ;; •.
Gloucester’s acceptance of Edmund’s scheme, Shakespeare 
underlines the credulity and stupidity which, characterize 

Gloucester at: this stage, % \ y ^
Gloucester pays in full for his impatience in the 

ensuing tragedy but, unlike Polonius, who disappears from 

the action as the result o f .what is really no more than an 

accident, Gloucester, in • the very process of paying the price: } 
of his impatience, outgrows it and develops a stoic calm , 

which enables him to say as the play nears its ends
; Henceforth : I ’ 11 bear y .' -'.

Affliction till it do cry out itself
’’Enough,, enough, " and die,15 , k f.v

'Kino Lear, IV, 6, 11. 75-77. , f
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■ In Gloucester, Shakespeare portrays a man who is
capable of growth| in PoXonius he is content with a static 
figure who. leaves the play exactly as he has entered it,’ ■ 
having learned nothing and forgotten hothihg 0

Impatience is one factor that the reader can use 
in judging the intelligence of Polo.nius and Gloucestero 

More important». however-, are their actions, decisions, 
what happens as a result of these decisions, and, finally, 

what' others have to say about them* .
hamlet, who seems to be a sound judge • of people

in welcoming the friendship of Horatio and denying:the .
, .. :  -  ^ ■ : - - - - ' - ;  ^  ;  - : :  - ; v . ^false friendship of Bosencrantz and Guildenstern, seems
to have a very low opinion of Polonius 9 character and ; . -
■ :: ' ;v : ■ ■ / ; : : 1 6  intellecto He consistently makes fun of him and p as
one after another of Polonius 1 plans fail, his estimate

seems to he the: right one-, Shakespeare provides add,it- i
ional signs of Polonius 9 limitations :through his ;

■ t v  ■ . in ■ ■verbosity, his forgetfulness, and bis making, a great

show of practical.- wisdomo { I ; ' -' ''v .I, ':;', ; ■:

1 6 Hawlet, II, 2, U .  172ff. ■

» 11, 2 ,■ 11. .06-9 5. I  •

: 10ikid., ii, ii. 49-55. / ':;7 :
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It is true that not all critics have been in agree

ment that Polonius* practical wisdom is merely show, at 
iebst in his famous, farewell speech to 1 Laertess

Give thy thoughts no tongue,
Nor any unproportioned thought his act, . ,
Be thou familiar, but by no means vulgar, ■
Those friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,

■ Grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel,
• But do1 not dull , thy '-paim with entertainment: ;'
Of each new-hatched unfledged comrade. Beware 

■ Of entrance to a quarrel, but being in.
Bear’t that the opposed may beware of thee.
Give every man thy ear, but few thy voice„;
Take each man 6 s , censure, but reserve thy judgment.
Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy.
But hot expressed in fancy --ri c h ,  not gaudy. \
For the apparei oft proclaims the man.
And they in France of the best rank and station. •

'' Are of.a most select and generous chief in that.
Neither a. hprrower nor a", lender be.
For loan oft loses both itself and friend 

- .'And. borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry. .
This above all# To thine own self be true,

' ... - And it must follow^ as the night the day/,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

Critics have considered' this speech in many differ— .
ent ways which, upon examination, divide roughly,y into four
general categories. The first group takes the speech at its
\ 2 Q face value and finds in it evidence of Polonius 1 wisdom,.

■ , ' 1 9 Hamlet, I, 3, 1 1 ., 59-80. ; ' y

Dr. Johnson amdSamuel Taylor Coleridge both find, 
merit; in Polonius8 farewell speech to Laertes. The reference 
vtf'hich supports 'this claim for Dr. Johnson iss Horace Howard 
Furness, A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare. ' I $ (1877)» 136. 
The' reference which supports this claim for Coleridge is 
found in Coleridge's Shakespeare Criticism, ed. T.M. Raysor, 
(Cambridge, Mass.,193Q) I, 62. Other critics who find wisdom



The second group takes the tippdsite position,, finding the 
speech nothing but platitudes, and troisas illustrative of 
Polonius 8 stupidity. A third group considers Polonius 8

speech not so much stupid as morally bad and full of cynic—
' 2 2  " ' ' . . ' ' ' , .. . . ism. The fourth group goes beyond the limits of the

passage and of the playp, interpreting Polonius8 speech in

in Polonius 1 farewell speech are: Elkin Calhoun Wilson:,
■ ^Polonius in the Round,” SC^ IX, 84., Walter Gierasch, 
nHamiet8s Polonius and Shakespeare9s„H College English.
I I, , 699->7Q2o.-g Harley Granvi 11 e-Barker, Prefaces to 
Shakespeare: 3rd Series (London^ 1937) p . 253.

. ' : i -iobert G.: Berkelman, "Polonius as an Advisor,H 
• Cdllede Endlish.. If .■ ,380. .

Lily Bi, Campbell, I’Pelonius t the Tyrant's Ears," 
Joseph Quincy Adams Memorial Studies (Washington. 0 »C„„ 
1948), p:.; 298.:;;:;.: : / . ;■ ■ . ,

: ' •' , , John Ciardi, How Odes a Poem Wean? (Boston,I960.),
p.,
■ : . Bernard Grebaoier, The Heart of Hamlet, the Play

■ Shabespeare W r o t e ■ (New:York, 1960) p. 285.

^^0.8. Oavis, MA Notes on the Function of Polonius1 
:Advxcejt!.M . 9:. IX (1958 ), ■ 186 . ;; 1 ; ;; : ; ; . ' . : ; •'

Hiram Collins Haydn, The Oounter-Renaissance (Hew 
York, 1950), p. 622.. / : '

0 .A. Traversi. An Approach to Shakespeare. 2 nd Ed. 
(Garden City, New York, 1956), p. 8 6 .

John Virtue, "Shakespeare8s Hamlet. I . iii. 78=80" 
Explicatory XVI* no. 9 .  ̂ .. ■' 1
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tMe light of the author 9 s presumable intemt«

In the interest of this paper it becomes important 

to solve this critical problem in order to determine the 

quality of Polonius* intelligence before comparing it with 
that of Gloucestero Upon examination of the method, used 
by the various critics to assess this speechp one finds that 
they tend towards one of two extremes, i«,Se either they 

judge the speech according to its maxims, or they go outside

_ 23 '• '• ( ", 'V .'V,̂ - •. a
Granville-Bark'er? p 0 253, $, thinks that Shakespeare 

changed his mind about Polonius, nHis injunctions to Laertes 
and Ophelia are clear and terse, and contain sound worldly 
wisdomo The change comes with the charge to Reynaldoj and 
hence, perhaps, the seemingly undue length allowed to that 
minor matter; our first impressions of the character must 
be correcteti<,n : '' - '"y ' '
... .. ' GsKo Hunter, ^Isocrates® Precepts and Polonies'
Character," S O . VIII (1957). 506, suaaests that "Shakes
peare chosg,-conventional precepts in no spirit of';ridicule, 
but with a .tragic awareness of their inadequacye"

Alfred Harbage, "Shakespeare^ Ideal Man," Adams 
Memorial Studies, edo James G 0 McFlanaway, Giles C, Dawson, 
Edwin E, Willoughby (Washington, 0 ,0 ,, 1948) p c 79., finds . 
tbgt "Shakespeare refused to honor high ideals as such, 1 : •
sentimentally or aesthetically« 0 6 our finest aspiratiqns 
are often put into the mouths of the defective or the 
despised," ' . ... : ' ' . . ' . ;

LoL, 5chucking. Character Problems in Shakesoeare8s 
Plavs. trans. Gn- Hawson (London, 1937), p. 109, thinks that 
Shakespeare breaks the unity of characterization and "wiputs 
words and ideas into Polonius 8 mouth which proceed immediate-” 
ly from the poet 8 s own personality and cannot be brought into 
connection with the character and behavior of the speaker.o11
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the plajf aitogether im dealing wxth the authorfs presumed: 
inteat i No ome has p - as far as I can ascertain, , gone out=- 

side the speech but remained within the confines of the 
play to see if Polpnius.j, through word or action, attempts 

to follow his - own adxzicev Once Polonius 6 conduct is ' 

checked against each of his maxims p if becomes apparent 
that he violates practically all of them himself0 " This
fact woUld,lead ohe. to suspect that Shakespeare is mocking 

the ineffectualness and stupidity of t h e •old counselor0

In King Lear».Shakespeare shows. in the character 
of Gloucester; another mind limited, like. Polonius.1 s by a 

figid and inadequate thought system* Gloucester believes 
in astrology and is convinced that.the affairs of mankind 
are.governed by changes in the positions of planetary 

bodiesc At the oPeniho of Kino Lear. Gloucester believes 
that the stars are in an; unfavorable .position and he is in 

a frame of mind to expect catastrophes* In Lear8s unjust, 

division of the kingdom, Gloucester receives coofirmatiom 
of this forebodinge Thus he is primed for misfortune in

■■ ' . ' 24 1 ' . : • .. - -For example, Polonius9 garrulousness and impat
ience conflict with, "Give thy thoughts no tongue,/ Nor any 
unprpportiohed thought his act." His meddling in Hamlet9s 
affairs belies his advice, "Beware/ Of entrance to P. quarrel, 
but being in,/ Bear 91 that the opposed may beware of thee * 91 
The following lines contain additional maxims which Polonius.
_ obviously ignores'in his own conducts "Give every man thy 
• ear, but few thy voice*/ Take each man6 s censure, but reserve 
thy judgmento ” - / -.. : ;
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his own affairs as well and can be..easily led to believe 

that his loyal San j, Edgar, has turned against him. The 
question, of course, in not whether or not astrology is 

. believableo The important point is that Gloucester, by 
accepting this popular belief, relieves Himself of the ; . 
responsibility of looking deeper.into underlying causes, 
Gloucester8s thinking, which leads him so easily into 

Edmond1s trap, is reflected in the following speechs

■ / These late eclipses in the sun and moon portend 
no good to us. Though the wisdom of:nature can 
reason it thus and thus, yet nature finds itself 
scourged by the sequent effects„ Love cools, 
friendship falls off,, brothers divide. In cities, 
mutiniesI in countries, discord|. in palaces, 
treason; and the bond cracked 'twixt sen and 

. f a t h e r This villain of mine comes under the
prediction, there * s son against father . The kino 
falls from bias Of nature, there 9s .father against 
child, We have seen the best of our time, . •
Machinations, hollowness, treachery, and all ruinous 
disorders follow us disquietly to our graves,^

In this speech Gloucester lumps together Cordelia’s 
misfortune and his own as if the only reason for each were 
the ill-fated position of the stars„ Gloucester does not 
attempt'to understand human motives and:reactions on the 

human level and therefore cannot reach conclusions as to 

the difference between what is good and what; is; bad on 
• ethical or moral grounds» Within this context, Gloucester"s

^^Kinq Lear, I, 2 , ll, 112-124. Italics mine.
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mental sluggishness becQtoes moral irresponsibility and is 

thus far: more Serious and culpable than that of Poldniusv 
Because of their limitations»'both counselors fail 

to judge accurately .the; highly complex arid rapidly changing 
circumstances which form the dramatic matrix of Hamlet and 
Kina Lear« Shakespeare reinforces their failure by making 

both of them the butt of'ridicule of those two astute ob
servers of human nature, Hamlet and Edmund„ As previously 

mentioned, Hamlet mocks Polonius 8 fatuity at every encounter 
while Edmund points out his father's superstitious credulity
in his famous soliloquy, FThis is the excellent foppery of
■ . : 26 : . ' . ' : 'A ■ . ■
the worldo = =" But the .raillery in which Hamlet engages 
at the expense of Polonius, while it has an occasional 
savage bite, is on the whole comparatively harmless and-- 

as in the Vvery like a whale" exchange— ^almost■good-natured 

mockery of this "foolish prating’knave*® Edmund6s ridicule 
of his father, oh the other hand, though it contains, humor, 
is edged not onjy with contempt but with bitterness at the 

self-satisfied, self-indulgent, old libertine who has been, 
responsible for Edmund's "bastardizing^" a specimen of 

"whoremaster man";who lays "his goatish disposition to the

™  -  ' ' ' : ' .
Kino. Lear. I. 2, 11. 128-138..



charge of #, star," Furthermore„ while mocking him;, Edmund: 
develops plans to exploit his father's weakness to further 

his own endso Again, Hamlet 1 s treatment of Polonies "as a 
' fool contributes little or nothing to the total meaning of 
thee play> whereas Edmund1s exploitation of Gloucester's . 
foolishness becornes the hinge which swimgs the entire story 
of the eub-plCt, increasing its- significance and» through 

its similarity to the main plot, the significance of the 

' 'Nshtire play0;. h ' ' ' Z '  " \ f y;V
The parallelism between the main plot and the sub- ■ 

plot in Kino Lear is<, of .course9 quite evident =, In the 
V beginning of the play 9 Goneril -and Regan exploit Lear8s 

folly just as Edmund is exploiting,his father's foolish- 

nesso Lear and Gloucester both pay for their stupidity 
! ;and moral cowardice through great suffering as the violence 

of the sub-plot merges with that ,of ‘the main' plot„ What is 

Of importance for the purposes .Of this paper is that Glou

cester experiences a moral regeneration almost equal to 
Lear's as the two men gain insight into themselves, their 
families, and the.world around them,

\ However, our concern is riot with the fact that 

Gloucester.approaches Lear in dramatic, stature, but rather 
■ to notice how far,'-' unlike PoIoniusP he progresses from his 

original position and character, .Shakespeare consistently.
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shows that Gloucester has a capacity for growthy both 
intellectual and moral, which the static caricature of 
Polomius lacksi Pplonius, for example, never questions 
the very questionable position of Claudius on the thrtihe 
of Qenmarkc He renders service, as senior, counselor, to 
whoever sits upon the throneo Gloucester, too, at first 

attempts a conciliatory attitude towards Gpneril and
■ . ■ - • " , - . - - " p 7 ' ' ,Regan. I would have all well betwixt you , 81 he cries

as the gulf begins to widen between these daughters and 

their father., Eventually, however, Gloucester is forced 
to abandon his position of political neutrality. He goes 
over to the side of Lear in protest against the violent 
cruelty of Goneril and Regan. In other words, he makes 

a moral.choice, one that deprives him of his position at 

court, of his house and, eventually, of his eyes,
While he is being tortured and blinded, Gloucester 

learns of Edmund 9 s- treachery and his reaction, to it is an 

important sign of bis growth in character. The injustice 

Edmund has perpetrated oh him does not move Gloucester 
nearly so much as his own injustice towards Edgar as he 

sees for the first time the monstrous thing he has done 

to his true son. . - ■ . , 'i' . .

27Kina Lear. II, 4, 1 . 121'd,
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Gloudester 8 s ,increasing insight results partially 
from the strengtKeming: of bis charactere This strengthening 
is caused in part -by psychological and physical! suffering» 

but it is also ceased, in perhaps, even larger part, by the 
^orl-d in which he lives 0 For Shakespeare has Created in

Lear a world where good and evil are so positive, so,-
titanic in stature, so mutually exclusive of each other, 
that comfortable mom^commitment, not only for Gloucester 
bat for Oswald- and Cordelia, is impossible^ No one in the 

latter play is allowed to walk the middle path| each char
acter mast, through; the circumstances of the play itself, 
ultimately decide whether he ̂ will serve the forces of good ! 

or those of evil. This'moral positiveness In King Lear ^

strengthens the play as w ell as the characters, and helps 
to account for the difference which changes Osric to Oswald, 

Ophelia to Cordelia„ and finally Polonias to Gloucester,
. The moral positiveness in Kino Lear«, as opposed! to ' 

th e tenuous se arc hi n g , , "the Un r pad Ived • d i lemmas, - the tine ar-f- 

tainties incapable of clear artistic statement," . in flamlet, 
gives us some measure of Shakespearers mastery of values dur

ing the years' which intervened •befween the writing of the

Carl Fo Keppler, letter (La Jolla, California,
August 10, 1961)e

Traversi* p* 126?



two playso Shakespeare demonstrates not only increased skill 
in characterization's, but a maturity of understanding which 
enables him to present a solid, dramatic structure where the 
forces of good and' evil swell and clash in a conflict 
between passion and reason... between contrasted and opposed 
personalities and order, which 'reflects; an effort;, to separate 
the factors' within experience?', o . .

Bow Shakespeare attempts tttd separate the factors 
within Bxperiehce11 is the subject of the final chapter, in 

which emphasis will be turned slightly away from pure char

acterization in order to concentrate, on the philosophical ■ 
or thematic content of the two playse;



CHAPTER TV

-/ ; THEHCS. , ■ V ' ^ V t 'v '.

im oEic consideration of the, three pairs of characters; 
that have been chosen as evidence for our thesis of Shake
speare’s development dWring his major phase, we have concen
trated primarily on the greater stature of the characters of , 
J<ina Lear as compared with their, counterparts in Hamlet „ on 
the greater complexity with which they have been conceived 
and the greater depth to which they have been studied^ In 
other words,, it has been Shakespeare’s development as an 

artist, a's creator of dramatic character, with which we: 

have been mainly concernedi .. But characterization cannot 
be considered in isolation 5 necessarily the question of 

what these people are has involved us to some extent In ’ 

what they do and how they, express themselves| necessarily 
also it has involved us in the deeper and (for our purppses) 
much more important question of what they signify: ' in what 

ways they contribute to the general undercurrent meaning of 
the plays in Which they are founds v The purpose of •this . 
chapter-is not to leave the problem of characterization for 

philosophy but. rather to clarify and amplify passages in 
the last three chapteEi that have .already pointed to a ; ' ::
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coAnectiom between the two § to show in a more systematic 
manner than has yet been done the way in which Shakespeare^s 
increasing insight into character has been accompanied by, 
has been inseparable from, an increasing insight into life 
itself, and the fundamental issaes of life that; andieriie 
specific dramatic conflicts®

It is not, of course, my purpose to 'investigate the 

total meaning of either Hamlet or Kina Lears to attempt . 

such an interpretation would take us far beyond the scope 
and purpose of this papero What I propose is to study the 
question of meaning only in so far as it is related to, and! 
emerges from, the three comparisons that have already been 
m"ade» . ■ ' . - ■ "

The characters which we have been studying all bring 

Weight to bear on two major themes which carry much of the 
philosophical meaning in Hamlet and King Lear. These are the 
two themes that are involved in most of Shakespeare 8 s plays, > 

particularly in the four great tragedies t one. that we 'shall 

call "the ambiguity of appearances*8? the other, "the nature 
of n a t u r e ® . ,

The thematic content of Shakespeare8s plays has be,en 
studied in recent years by several critics» A general consid
eration of this subject, which has been helpful to me in the 
preparation of this paper, is LvCe! Knights8 Some Shakespear
ean Themes (London, 195?), to, which references will be made



; . ’ The ambigglt^ of appearances is a theme which paints 
to the error in human judgment resulting from either external 
or internal causesp external causes lying in "the clothes 
pattern" of images> internal causes in "the sight pattern*H 

"The clothes pattern" signifies am, external disguise 
through which someone^ by means of his dress, position, or 

the counterfeiting of his character,,misleads others into a 

wrongful inteipretatioh of his identity or intentiono \ 
Examples of the ambiguity of appearances through "the clothes 
pattern" would be the followings in dress, the disguise of 
Edgar as Tom 0 9 Bedlam; in position, Kent as Lear9s servant; 
in character, Edmund9s pretense of. loyalty towards his 
father9s interests<> All of these external disguises repres= 

ent intentional deception, for one reason or another, on the 
part of someone .who , is attempting to accomplish his goal by 
deceiving someone else®

later in this chapter® I am also indebted to what is un
doubtedly the most;detailed analysis of the themes of Kina 
■Lear, Robert B„ Bellman9s This Great 51ade (Baton Rouge,
La,, 1948), Unfortunately, 1 am not able to make specific 
references because I could borrow the book for only a short 
time and bad to return it before giving it thorough study 
or taking detailed notes, The book is out of print at this 
time and the sole university copy has been lost.

These phrases, as the reader will know, are used 
by Mr, heilmam in his analysis of the "ambiguity of appear
ances theme,"
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8 TK;e sight pattern 8 signifies deception at the other 
end of the. perceiving process, self "deception arising from 
distortion within the mind. It is possible, because of some 

strong - drive such as pride or vanity, to see persons, or 

situations differently from the Way in which they actually 
exist,' ThuS, we see Lear misjudging the qualities of.his 
three dauahters in the doenina scene of Eina Lear,^ and,
- y : :.:: ; : : i ' A; / v : , \ : -'':; - - -shortly thereafter, 'in' the sub-plot j . we See a similar error 
on the part of Gloucester in misjudging his two sons,

These two sources of human error, brought about 
either by the deliberate., external deception of ”the : .
clothes pattern8 Or by the internal self—deception•of - 

Mthe sightpattern ;,8 evidently held a consuming interest
for Shakespeare, an interest which reaches its highest

i .. f ;ft'-', ^
pitch in his grgat tragedies, where it often becomes.the

major issue in both characterization and the'working out
of plot, as it does« for example, in 0 t h e l l o However, even
during this great period, we find'evidence of:Shakespeare*s
development and consolidation of this theme-between the
writing of Hamlet and that of Kina Lear,

In Hamlet, the ambiguity of appearances theme is

' ^ Klnq Lear , I j >1 1 2  5—134, For an in t er es tin g
discussion of ,fth® sight pattern11 (though not called: by 
that name) in King Lear, see Goddard, pp, 529-533,

' il: :l ■ : Ibids I , Zi' 80-84,. : . ,. . :



treated ici a general and relatively superficial way® The 
court: of Elsinore presents an, 'appearance of normality, if 
not gaiety., from the Brilliance of the opening court scene 
which disguises the horror of the king’s fratricide and 
Gertrude 8 s 88o 8 er-hasty marriage , 88 to the sportive pageant

ry of the fencing match•which conceals thefpoisoned Wine 
and sword-tip,

Although surrounded by all of these misleading 
facades as well as by the character disguises of Claudius 
and hamlet with which they; hawe; to deals, 0sric, Ophelia,. ' 
and Polonius never come to grips with the problem of amblg- 
gbi!%$j, even at the 18moment of truth 88 when they are defeated 

by it o : Qsric leaves the play the. same self-satisfied ; 
waterfly as wheh he enters it; Ophelia, in a dark muddle 
of confusion and horror, goes mad; Polonius, the arch

manipulator of appearances, falls a final victim to them 
and, with sudden unexpectedness, is killed® Thus we see 
that in Hamlet» the ambiguity of appearances t h em e , tho ugh 

implicit;, throughout, is never clearly defined nor is any 

resolution offered® .
Such is not the case in King Lear® The ambiguity 

of.appearances.theme permeates the entire play from the . 
clothes and position disguises of Edgar and Kent, the char

acter disguises of Goneril, Regan, and Edmund, to the 
source of the tragedy itselfs the faulty vision which



p red sees; the errors of Gloucester and Lear, In tracing the 

mefia's by which "SSeke's'pedve-^sharpeB'Si'ttie- ambiguity of appear-” 
anb'es; theme in his later play we will again examine in turn 
otar three sets of parallel characters»

In the first set of characters, Osric and Oswald, 
we see. the simpl.est yet most direct embodiment of the theme 
of false appearances0. : All of Osriefs energy, apparently; 

is directed towards the study of courtly dresss speechs and 

mannerisms Hamlet pots his finger 'oh . Osric.Vs superficial
interests: when, he inquires of Horatio 15» "Dost know this

> ■ - 5 : : : ' ' .  ': : / ' - . '. . i : : : : ■waterfly?" ' ■ . ,. ,
In bis preoccupations with superficialities Osric

is, without being aware of it, a complete victim, of false

appearances 0. His . silly affectations violate all: the canons:

of common sense so that he not only makes a fool of himself

with others but cannot, within himself, evaluate people or
situations by any pther standards than those of the vagaries
of outward appearances„ In this way he is borne along with

the tide without being able accurately to assess the events
around him, . : . •. ■;

; . In spit e,, of 9 or perhaps because of, the tiaivete of ■; 

Osric8s delusions,/there is about him an air of innocence. 
Unaware of the forces which use him as a tool, Osric

8 3 . : :  :
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: ■ ■ " ' ' ' ■ : ' ' . ' ' g : ■ ' -laygely escapes personal responsibility^ At the end of

Hamlet. Shakespeare leaves him -as one of the survivors 
. whos ' one presumes., transferi.thieo-r allegiance to Fortinbras . 

and continoe;tHe;ir shallow ,existence at court in an unresolved! 

Wdyyav,, . : V. ' ' - ■ ’ -
1 Such is certainly not the case with the later .

courtiersBswalda By the writing of King Lear  ̂ Shakes

peare is not conterit to support a neutral characters one . 
who adds no clearly defined significance to the play, even 
in such a minor role as that bf courtier*
: . : Unlike Osric, Oswald can see below the surface

appearance of those at Lear's courtc But in spite of 

"the name and all the'additions" of a .king, Oswald not 
only does not serve the king but incites Lear's wrath in
, \ ' "7 , ' • ' ' ' '

serving Gonerilo It would be hard to imagine the Osric 
of Hamlet conducting himself in this mannerP but Oswald , ■ ■
sees in Boneril the ambition> the strength; and the
“ ": ■ : : : ■ 8. .: viciousness which so well matches his owne Indeed; she

makes no effort to hide her "clever" schemes from her

steward but takes him into her confidence and even solicits

. - • ' ' : g- ■■■' ' . ' ■ • ' , " . .Cf 0 pp, 3=4, supra,
: . " j . ■ v ■ ’ .' ' ' • . r ' . " ' '' ' .Kinb Lear. X «, 4, 111 86-94,
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his support in "breeding occasions" against her fathers

Put on What wear^ negligence you please.
You and your fellows. I'd hawe it come to question« ■ ;
If he distaste -it, let him to our sister.
Whose mind and mine, I know, in that are one.
Not to be overruled,9

Oswald's allegiance to Boperil is undoubtedly nourished by : 
the strength of her self-confidence, but it is also motie- . 
vd;t©d by his own Very un-Osric-like realism. Oswald, too, 
believes that Goneril will 16not be overruled’1 and, in serv=» 

ing her, he believes that he serves the winning side and 
therefore himselfe His ambition is of the kind that sees: 
where its own. advantage .lies and follows the straightest 
path towards it«, y;

It would seem, then, that Oswald, unlike the naive 
Osric, is hot a victim of the ambiguity of appearances, On 

closer inspection, and in a far deeper context, however, he 
is so indeedo Though he is not taken in by apparent: power, , 
he is taken in by apparent value* The pragmatic test=- 

’’What’s in it for me?” — =is the sole test by which Oswald 
orients his values, ■ He seems unaware that this leaves 

something, out, the ’’something” which overcomes him in.. the 

endo Oswald, in seeking self~advantage, violates the deep
est laws not only of loyalty to the king but decency towards.

g ■■■••Kino Lear. I, 3, 11o 12-16 =



his fellow htimain beings. In considering these laws senti
mental and foolish$, and his own methods clever? Oswald falls 
victim to the grimmest kind of error: that advantages gained
bgf b y ; expediency are greater than those gained by nobility®. 

Oswald mistakes short-term advantage for ultimate success?- 
and in this way he is deceived» ;
::: Thus Shakespeare enlarges the theme of the ambiguity 

of appearances from the simple deception' of Osric, with his 
mannerisms in speech and dress? to the more profound and.far- 

reaching error of Oswald, Who misunderstands the underlying 
moral principle of society in evaluating temporary advantage 
gained through ruthless cleverness as a permanent goode '
; - ' Whereas Qsric and Oswald are victims of the ambiguity

of appearances, Ophelia and Cordelia are more important as 

sources of ambiguity. For different reasons % and in differ

ent ways? both girls give those who love them and whom they
love a completely false impression of .their love, and in this 

way they contribute to misunderstandings of catastrophic 
proportions in the two plays, ,

In the case of Ophelia, the ambiguity is Complicated

because’it i s .a double one; that is, Ophelia is both deceived
and deceivero The reader will recall that Ophelia accepts
” • : ■ ' " ' : ' V-' b' . , ■ ■ ; . ■ ig ■her father’s and the court’s view that hamlet is made In



’this way> she is deceived andg in her effort to. find the 
cause of Hamlet 9 s madness, she, in turn$, agrees to a de- : 

caption on her own part» As she acts put the nunnery scene, 

Hamlet 9 s. keen eye sees through her deception and he concludes, 
mistakenly, that Ophelia has allied herself with the interests 
of the court against him. This truly 'complicates the ambi§-:' 
gEiii$r flf appearances theme, for it is . Hamlet 1 s "antic disposit
ion" which, itself a.source of deception, has led to Opheiia*s 
error in judgments, But although the ambiguity of appearances; 

theme in Hamlet is complicated, it is, unfortunately, circular, 

and leads nowhere except to the morass
Of accidental judgments, casual slaughters.
Of deaths put on by cunning and forced cause,
And, in this upshot, purposes mistook 
Fallin on the inventors* heads,ii/ 1 1  ■ ■

with which Horatio sums up the play,.
Like Ophelia, Cordelia too contributes to ambiguity 

in that she brings about her father8s misunderstanding and 

subsequent mis.judgment of her in. the opening court scenev ■
In dividing his kingdom, when Lear.asks Cordelias

. , / - - »»owhat can you say to draw: ,, ,
A third more opulent than your sisters? Speak/

Cordelia's first answer is a simple, "Nothing. 11

1 1 Hamlet, V, 2,393-396,



The bltapitFiess of this answer is bound to be mis
understood by Lear, who considers it not only a disobedient 
flouting of his request bdt also a denial of love 0 Since 
both these conclusions are wrong, Cordelia must bear part 
of the burden of contributing to false appearances«. The 
paradox is that in speaking pure truth, Cordelia produces 
the effect of a lieo In. this respect she can be compared* ' .
to Opheliaj since they both give those they love a mislead
ing impression of themselves* The difference between the 

two: cases s however, , rests, in the fact that Ophelia produces 
misunderstanding through her own falsehood; Cordelia, 

through pure truth* The final burden of responsibility 
for deceiving Hamlet rests•with Ophelia, but in the case 
of Cordelia the burden of misunderstanding does not rest 
upon her but upon Lear, who is, not able to recognize the 
purity and absoluteness of Cordeliars truth.

The pride and vanity which prevent Lear from seeing 

the truth are the same flaws which, as we shall see, mar the 

characters coif Pdlebius and Gloucester, to whom we now turn inv 
order to trace the ambiguity of appearances theme through 
our third set of parallel characters,

/ Polonius,, like Ophelia, can be considered both a

source and a victim of false appearances« As Senior counselor 
to the king, Polonius has been manipulating appearances at



court for so 1 cmg that he feels himself a ,master of this 
aspect of worldly sophistication^ Hear him at work:

'-You know sometimes he walks four hours togetherV  v :...^ere ih the lobby. . ' v ;
. soch. o ■ 1 1  loose my daughter to him». ;
, Be you and I behind an arras them? ' . :

\ :-V; Mark the e n c o u n t e r ^  ; y : . ' • v . .. ..

Let his Queen mother all alone, entreat him
To show his grief 0 Let her be round with him, , .

: And: I 111 Be: placed, ; s please 1 you, in, the. ear - . '
- . - . y Of all. their conf erenceolS " : y ' y:;

It is ironic that. Polonius, who feels he is the 

wasSery puppet.eer:: W'rdn:giWg^"the:: sOeti^: and/pulling .the>',y-:.:■ ;1 
strings, finally is victimized by an unexpected stroke . y: 
of bad luck involving false appearancese In Polonius”

- finai;,'scene,, one ;of 'eavesdropping, Hamlet mistakes him 
•for the king and stabs him through the curtain«, Thus, ' y 

from the viewpoint of the ambiguity of appearances theme,
, .Pdlonitis? death is. a pure stroke of ppefic justice,.,yy^

Although Polopius* actions make him almost a symbol 
of the ambiguity of appearances, Shakespeare does not probe 

this theme to its fullest nor arrive at an answer to; it 
through his study of this character. It is not until the 

creation of Gloucester, Polonius 5 ycounterpart in Kind Lear, 
that yBhakespeare recreates the problem and finally resolves

l % m l e & /  1 1 , 2  ,.1 1 , 159.164. y;'^ .'yyy

lllv: ly';ll'.:190%3, y y • , ^.vy-yfy ,y.lf?y;
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Gloucester, in the beginning of King Lear, takes up. 
i n .a sense, where Pglooifls .leaves off. That is, he is the 
victira of false appearances. Me is so in two respectsJ he 
is externally ; deceived by Edmund's character ’'disguise and 

he is internally deceived by his own faulty perception of 
the wdrld. The latter is undoubtedly the reason why Edmund 
has so little trouble^practicing deception on his father.: 
Gloucester is ripe for dreadful and unnatural occurrences 
at precisely the moment when. Edmund begins to pursue his 

plan. The soil is prepared in Gloucester's mind^ the read

er will remember, through his superstitious belief in
- ' , ■ 

astrology. Thus it is really Gloucester's credulity^
a flaw in his habits of seeing, that accounts for the
success of Edmund's character disguise..

To emphasize this point, Shakespeare makes many 
symbolic references, throughout the story of Gloucester, 
to eyes and seeing. For example, Gloucester says to Edm
und, who is hiding a letter, ^ : :

Let's see. Come, ' ; ' ■ ji
if it be nothing, I shall not need spectacles.

This ,is the precise moment when Gloucester most needs

Cf. pp. 35=36. suorai 

^% i n Q  Lear, I. 2 . 11. 35-36. ' ' '' ,
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spectacles to be able to see the real situation behiod the
false appearances which Edmund has concocted in the forged
letter^ But Gloucester does not wseef! and misfortune dogs.

him until eventually he is tortured and blinded by Cornwall ,
and Regan, who choode this moment to inform him of Edmund"s
treacheryo With this information$ Gloucester is ho longer
deceived* but the sadden knowledge of his errors shocks him
into hopeless apathys

I have no way and therefore want no eyes«' '
I stumbled when I saw« Full oft 1tis seen,

' Our means secure us^ and our mere defects 
Prove pur commodities» Ah, dear Son Edgar,
The food of thy abused father's wrath,

: Might 1 but live to see thee in my touch,
. I'd say I had eyes again!T8 .

In the latter part of the play Shakespeare continues

to exploit the symbols of sight and seeing in order to, portray
the gradual changes in Gloucester's insight as he rises from
this low point in his fortunes«,

While 'Still deep in' misery, Gloucester meets a

wretched beggar (really his son Edgar in disguise) and,. ,
in sharing his wealth with him, sayst ,

■ Let the superfluous and lust-dieted man,
. That slaves, your ordinance, that will not see , g

Because he doth not feel, feel your pdwer quickly.®

In these lines, Gloucester combines, for the first

"^Kino Lear® IV, 1 , 1 1 . 20-26. Italics mine.

19T M d o  , IV, 1, 11.0 . 70-72. Italics, mine.



time, tine idea of nseeing 15 with .that of Rf e e l i n g a  recogi 
tion on his part that seeing without feeling leads to being 
taken in by appearances? This new insight is brooght to a 
peak in the scene •betweehi Gloticester and Lear: '

Lear: Dh ho, are you there with me? No eyes
;in your head 9 nor no money in your parse?
Your eyes are: in a heavy case, your purse 
in a' light». Yet you see, how this world goes,.

i Glo; • : I see itfeelinglyc Vy. :; v : ;
Lear: What, art mad? A man may see how this world

goes with no eyes» Look with thine ears*««
Lear ’s "Cook With thine ears’5 is another'way of 

stating Slobcester 9 s .’hi see'‘ it' f eelinglye Both of them 
.indicate that physical sight aldne, without the insight 
meeded to supplement and correct it? leads only to 

enttppraeht'';b,y., thBfapbi^uity'-.oi.^ppearaccest:' It should, 
be noted as ,a fuither sigh of Gloucester’s growth that 

his switch from third to first person indicates that he 

is now referring tp himself rather than ’’the Superfluous, 

and .lust“ diefSid; man ’5 of his earlier statement. Both Lear 
and Gloucester are fighting their way out of ’’the sight 

pattern” errorQ One, feels that Gloucester, though no 

light can pierce the darkness of his physical blindness, 
is for the first time seeing with feeling, with sensitive- 
ness and understandings, into the true nature of things.

, t;- ; .2Qi ing Lear ,. IV, 6 , 1 1 . 148-155^ ; • : ’-"t: /'

^ F o r  a discussion o f  .the . themafiL 1 significance of 
this all-important scene see Goddards, ppo .538-541



Thus one can see how Shakespeare has developed the 
theme; from Pblonias, who cannot learn and is finally defeats 
ed: by fa Is e appearances , to Gloucester, who painfully gains' • 
awareness of the world around him though he has lost the use 
of his eyes» But what is more important is the evidence of 
Shakespeare1s development through his deeper probing of the 
artistic: and philosophical possibilities of this theme in 
-fhe later works In King Lear, far more than in Hamlet, he 

makes the ambiguity of appearances theme central to the . 

meaning of the play»  ̂ ';V ... . ; ;
The second major theme tihich we shall consider as; 

evidence o f  Shakespeare's development between Hamlet and:
Kina Lear is what might be called "the nature of nature,,M 
The dichotomy in the word ’’nature11 becomes apparent when 
one realizes that it can mean either a primitive, wild 

: condition^.: jungle^iksj- where only the f i t , can flourish, :>.;v

or, on the other band, the order 1 y.$, hierarchical pattern™ '
ing of society in which man rises above competition by 

force o r  shrewdness to a position: of cultural and moral 
ethicse in the sense of ’’natural” ties and duties to otherse 

On the individual level the dichotomy translates 

itself into a conflict between the unrestrained self-seek™ 

ihg of those who obey their natural impulses ’’indifferent .

^ F o r  this. phrase i am indebted to Dr, Carl F, 
Keppler, English 231 lectures, University of Arizona@
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' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 2 3  \to all claims but those of their own egotism,M apd those
who govern their actions in terms of a true and permanent
reality based on av ’•pattern of reciprocal loyalties^’’

Shakespeare8s increasing interest in the Conflict
between these two aspects of nature, and his increasing

ability to exploit this conflict for artistic purposes,
are particularly well pointed up in the three parallel
sets of characters we have been discussing»

Thus, the nature theme, in, the case of Osric, is:

not of great importance^ Osric 8 s interest in ’’the manner”
of doing things rather than in what he is doing suggests

a superficial, if not completely unconscious, perception

of his relationship and responsibility towards the society

in which he functions, and in this respect ati adherence to

the former, rather than the latter view of nature that we
have.just described« Although he does'not seem to be
ambitious» he does give full rein to "the vagaries of

25individual temperament” in pursuit of the frivolous 
and orhate embellishments of court life,, Osric is ehvei- 

lopad,, how ever, ,by an air of naivete and, as mentioned . '

^^Knights, p e95o .

^Traversi, p c 183» ;

; ^5 ibid<>. p, 183, ;■ ^



previously, a lack of consciousness of bis own role as , ■ 
messenger of Qeatb, whicb protect him from any serious 

criticism and make his contribution to the nature theme 
a rela:tively; feeble' One:« '' t ■; ■' /

Stiph is not the case with Oswald, With him, 

'Shakespeare drafos a "clearly defined' character who repre
sents the same ruthless ®animal nature” as Goneril, Regan, 
'and Edmund, Unlike t h e ; foppip.h but harmless courtier Of . 

Hamlet, Oswald is hot particularly interested in the 

superficialities of "manner" .but is dedicated;, down to . 
the depths of his being, to the serious ' "matter” of ■ 1

accomplishing his own::ambitious goals. His actions; stem ; 

from the same system of values' as those ,of Edmund, who 
believes that ’’man is merely a part of the morally ihdif- >,

, ferent world of nature, and his business is s.imply to as

sert himself with all the force and cunning at his command.® ” 
Oswald is obeying natural; impulse totally uninhibited by ■
;any moral curbs„ In this sense, he violates the tradition^ 
al and social moral system which udderlies the human society 

of which he is a '•part* After establishing this point, i.‘ • 
Shakespeare destroys'Oswald just as he destroys Goneril, 

Regan, and Edmund, to bring into full focus his conviction;

^ K n i g h t s > p» 95.



that Hanimal ‘patureM is Mself=consuming and its claim to 
represent strength, a self-bred delusione 11

. As with Osric and Oswald, so in comparing Ophelia 
with Cordelias we find evidences of Shakespeare1s profound 

development of the nature of nature theme., With Ophelia, 
the position is muddled, primarily because Ophelia herself 

is muddled* One suspects that her motives are benevolent 
and her self-sacrifice confirms the suspicion that funda
mentally, she is on the side of moral .nature® But in allow
ing herself to be dominated by Polonies, who serves the 

ruthless interests of Claudius, she dt least indirectly 

if unintentionally, allies herself w i t h .the forces of 
"animal nature^ against "moral ■nature*M Measured by ;

intent, Ophelia is among the preservers of order, but 
measured by actuality, she falls on the side of the self- 

seekers® In,such a conflict of forces lies madness, and 
Ophelia does go m a d « Mere we see the pitiful result of the; 

clash of the two natures, but we see no,conscious coming 
to grips With the problem nor. do we see any resolution of 

it®- hence, Shakespeare makes Ophelia8s position ambiguous 

and her contribution towards the nature theme is scarcely 
more substantial than Osric’s®

Cordelia is not in the least muddled,, nor is the 
issue with which she is faced® In his latter heroine, 

Shakespeare ‘ cl early.::, embodies all the perfections inherent
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in moral nature^ "She is the norm by which the wrongness of
' v‘ 1 ' , ; 1 ' ' 1 0*7of Edmund’s world and the imperfection of Lear’s is judged,”

Almost the first words Cordelia speaks concern love and the
strong loyalties which govern her actions?

- . 0  = 1 love your Majesty -g
According to my bond, nor more nor less,

Lear, in his thirst for flattery, takes this to be ■,
a cold, unfeeling responses ”1 love you as much as I.am re-.
quired to and mo more = 11 What C o r d e l i a o f  course^ refers
to is not the bond of a formal obligation, but the sacred
bond of duty and love between parent and c h i l d , t h e  most
”f(attiira3i” of all bonds in the second, sense of the word as
we have used it above, ; Ip the simplicity and truthfulness .

of Cordelia’s statement, one feels that her bond,■which in
thiss instance unites parent to child is, in some sense,

: ■ 2 9  ‘ ■ 1 'the reflection of universal order,M /' •

- ' You have begot ms, bred me, loved, me, I : ■ • > ; :
,• Return those duties back as are right fit,

Obey you,, love you, and most, honor you»JU •

In these lines one feels a fundamental fairness;,

; '■■■• John Francis. Danby , Shakespears’s Ooctrine of
Mature, A Study of King Lear (London, 19#9), p, 138,

28Kino' Lear, I,/ 1 . 11, @4-95,

Traversi, p,; 187, v  '



a stability, and a dependability which are even more evident

when Cordelia*s speech is compared with that Of her elder
sister i '' ' /' ' '■ ' '' ' ; : ' ■

Sir , '' I, Ipve : you mbre than words can; wield, the • matter,
• bearer than eyesight, space, and liberty,
Beyond what can be valued, rich or rare.
No less than life, with grace, health, beauty, honor,
As much as child e*er loved or father found' -=- 
A love that makes breath poor and speech unable 
Beyond all manner of so much I love you»3^ ' ,

Goneril*s speech rings with the ornate flattery of one who 
will not hesitate to fawn and grovel in order to attain an 

end:6 , For those who operate on the level of "animal nature**
this kind of deception is not only acceptable but considered 
clever. The flaw in Goneril9s .reasoning is- her belief that 

this kind of "cleverness"dan lead to anything permanent or 

werthwbilee:. In this sense, Cordeliaes non-cleverness in 

being truthful, even though she is punished for it, proves 
in the end a far more intelligent course of action than 
that of Goneril which appears at.first to hold the advantage. 

Throughout the play Cordelia represents that power • 

for good in which the individual and social impulses -are in 
harmony,, working to-win the soul of Lear and to conquer 

those who are willing to destroy him to gain their ends,
• If through O s w a l d a s  we have semi, Shakespeare shows
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tHe destruction wrought fey the Breaking up of established!' 
patternss, then, in the exploration of the nature therae 

through Cordelia,: he; shows t h e . possibilities of unity and; • 

harmony in preserving %hem«. ■; , ‘!-
As was true of the theme of appearances, it is in 

cotoparing Polonius with Gloucester that, we see the clearest 
development of the nature■ theme in the period 'between the 
writing of hamlet and that of King Lear. Polonius. like the 
other two members of the Hamlet group, Qphelia and Osric, 

never fully grasps, the sighiflcance, ibf ;A:is:V actions^ In a 
sense, he is child-like, playing at court intrigue as if 
it were a game rather.»than a serious part of life, v

- Pols : ■ ; . ; o»o,:|...,ha.ve;;;fdund / v_P.:. '
" the very cause of Hamlet fs 'lunacyV v 1,;

Kipigg Oh, speak of that» That do I long to hear®'■
Pols Give first admittance fo the ambassadors. __

, My news shall be the fruit to that great feast.
. Here we see Polbnius acting naturally| that, is,

giving free rein to his proclivities as a busy,, gossiping, 
self-satisfied old mani' Unrestrained and undisciplined, 
Polonius is the child of his temperament, and on this 

s h allow, level S h d k asp e a re develops him primarily as a 

comic figure. : • \ ■■ .  ̂ V .\ : f
■ In a dfeeper sense, however, Polonius in his actions

■v:; 1 32Hamlet. II. 2, 11® 48-51. \ " "
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siolat es raeTal natui'ee Im pursuit of his plans and sub ter- ’ ■ 
fugeSj he i n t e r f e r e s w i t h o u t  causey in the love and happi
ness of his daughter, he sends a messenger to spy on his own 
son, he even succeeds in converting Ophelia into a spy against 
the man she loves (with a murmured apology, but no more)« 
Pdlonius1 cruelty would seem most villainous if it were on 
the conscious level,.but Shakespeare tempers it by making 

Polonius seem fussily well-intentioned and. keeping him, as 
well as those around him, unaware of the serious consequences 

of his actionso . ; ;  ̂ I .\ : ;
■ In Gloucester’s cdse, however, the nature; theme is;

brought t° the surface, explored, and the full consequences
worked out in retributive justicei, The conflict between the

two kinds of nature Within Gloucester himself is represented,
in almost symbolic form,, by the contrast between, Gloucester"s
legitimate and i 1 lag itim at e sons *

Edmund, the product of Gloucester's ungoverned:

nature, reasons in an early soliloquy that, since he has
no hope of gaining a position in society through lawful
inheritahee,, he will' seek ii through trickerys ; ■

Thou, Nature, art my goddess, to thy law
My services are boundc Wherefore should I ' ■

• Stand in the plague of custom, and permit '
The curiosity of natrons to deprive me, :
For that I am some twelve or fourteen moonshines 
Lag of a brother? Why bastard? . Wherefore base?

. . vv When my dimensions are . as w ell compact, . :''
My mind as . generous and my shape as true, , - - % '■ X -v ; ■-
As hqhest madamls issue? Why brand they us ,



With base? With baseness? Bastardly? Base, base? 
Who in the lusty,stealth of nature take 
More composition and fierce quality . 
than doth, within a dull, stale, tired bed.
Go tb the creating a whole.tribe of fops 
Got ’tween asleep ;end/.Wake? W e l l , then.
Legitimate Edgar, I mbst have’ y o u r  1,a n d ® 33

Through Edmund’s lines, Shakespeare points up 

“the sharpest possible juxtaposition of the rival concept- '• 
ions of ’Nature8Wo Edmund is, of.course^ On t h e .side of 
animal nature, which takes what it wants regardless of the 
laws ofteither morality or society® k product of Glou

cester’s own youthful, unrestrained passion, Edmund reasons 
that his conception has been more.in tune with the true, 

instinctual promptings of naitire than that of the legitimate 
Edgar, begot through legal matrimony, which Edmund concludes 

must be “dull, stale, tiled”® The idea that breaking the 
laws of society is somehow more vital and ’’natural” than 
keeping them, is Edmund’s inference® : ■; , ;

In Edmund’s speech we find all the arguments of thos 
who serve animal nature, i®e 0 a picaresque feeling of added 

vigor, a disdain for those who are law-abiding and legitimat 
a belief in the special privileges of ’’the strong, ” and, f

3 3  .. • ■Kino Lear®!® 2, 1 1 ® 1-16® Italics..mine® • ■

Knights, p® 117® .

1. . ■ That this is rationalization rather than reason
becomes obvious when Edmund adds the non—sequitur§ “Well, 
then, legitimate Edgar, X rnusf have your land®”
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finally$ a justification for power-seeking in the direct 
sense of "Might makes Right,"'

Edgar, the legitimate son, represents conversely 

the moral side of nature which is traditional, lawful, 
patt ernedi, and principled * As; in ; the case of the elder ,

: sisters and Cordelia, who represent theise two opposing 
sides of nature, so in the conflict between Edmund and'

'Edgar animal nature at first triumphs over moral nature,
Edgar falls a victim to Edmund8s stratagem and is forced 

; to.leave home and adopt the disguise of Tom 0*Bedlam to '■

protect his life, ;But animal nature, though its victory 
has been swift, violent, and seemingly unassailable, is 
not left in control, of the field. The gains of the clever 

oness (Edmund, Soneril, and Regan) are slowly nullified by

the enduring, strength #f Cordelia and Edgar, who abide by
; ■: i.: ' : -V : ■■ y-
moral nature. In Kind Lear,Shakespeare clearly shews
that temporary gains are possible for those who violate
moral nature, but he also shows that.lasting advantages

' accrue to those who abide by. it,,, '1 : v v ... V ,
. ' . •In the study • of Gloucester, the .importance of the;

■ Contrast' between Edmund and.Edgar lies in the fact that the. 

conflict between the two, kinds of nature which these brothers 
represent is the same conflict which exists within the soul 
of Gloucester himself ,. . He 'has, after all, sired this il- . 
legif imate Son who blpssdms' into a liying symbol of animal



raaturev . He Has also sired the legitimate son who is able 
to save him only after Gloucester is overpowered’ and brought 

to ruin by the force which he himself has set in motion 
through his bastard child*:

Thus, in a sense, Gloucester becomes an allegorical 
battleground with the two forces of nature in conflict for 

his soul„ In the eariv, oart of Kino Lear he is dominated, 
by Edmund rs natdre and severi his' relationship with his; true 
born s;pn»' Speaking of Edgar, Gloucester sayss

- ' Strong and fastened! yillainil, „> ' \
Would be deny his lefter? I;;never got hims

To Edmund, Gloucester says i •; ■ ,
; ■ Loval and natural bov. I 'll work the means

To make thee capable>37
: . While disinheriting his true son, .Gloucester ■■ .

ironically refers to. Edmund as '’natural boy,M little 
realizing what "mature" means to Edmund, a meaning 

aifeady’revealed! to the audishce by the• latteres solil= . 
oquy, ''Thou, Nature, art my goddess..v’*

Later, when.Gloucester is blinded and discovers . 

the perfidy of his ’’loyal and natural boy ,,s ' he turns away 
from Edmund and, from this point until the end of the play, 

shows concern o n l y 'for his legitimate son, Edgar, That 
this is the turning point from animal ip moral nature



within Gloucester's own soul is confirmed' by the ensuing , 

shift of his concern from self towards others* Me has 
shown pity for Lear prior to this pointp but he. now. expands 

his solicitude to include both' those beneath him and even '
: total 'strangers® For example, he is anxious for the old : 
tenant who comes to help bims ' '

Good friendj be gone®
Thy comforts can do me no good at all.
Thee they mgy hurto^G .

And in pity for the mad b eggar, Tom O ’ Bedlam, Gloucester 
sends the old man for clothes to cover Poor T o m ’s naked
ness and offers the wretched fellow his purse* • A l l  of 

Gloudester’s concern is directed outward$ the only self- 
concern he now has is remorse for his injustice to Edgar®

The food of thy abused father’s wrathf 
Might I but live to see thee in ray touch,
I ’d say I had eyes again139
This is of course a hopeless wish— physically® But 

King Lear is only in part a play about physical things® In 
a depper sense Gloucester does live to ’’see” his son, and 

is reconciled with him before he dies® Thus, at his death, 

Gloucester is fully reunited not only with .Edgar but, symbols 
ically, with the cause of moral nature® 'Gloucester’s .victory
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i s / . d l g ' C : im Edgar8 s description of Gloucester's last 
moments: K; t- .. v  -" 1;' , " : -
. • : 1 asked his blessing> and from first to last

Told him.my pilgrimage0 But his flawed heart -=
Alack, too weak the conflict to support! =•<=
’Twixt two extremes of passionp joy and-griefr ,

: Burst smilinglyo40
: ' For one who has gone-a full -and agonizing pilgrim™ 

age, Gloucester's death represents a final, satisfying 

completion» In terms of the nature theme, he has progress,^ . 
ed from a self-willed, impulsiye^ morally blind, old man 

to one who, though literally blind, can see to the farthest ' 
hbrizpns; of humanity and include even. the lowliest beggar 

within the. sg o pe o f his sympathy, Such is his growth in . . 
insight that Gloucester, by the end of the play, can 

recognize his own responsibility in bringing about-his 
.traggdyy and is able to fif this tragedy into the larger 

context of a moral worldo ' ;
In the final s cene of Kino Lear, all the proponents 

of animal ,nature have been subdued and the field is left to . 
the benevolent^ Not, of course, without the sacrifice of 

Lear, Cordelia» and -GlducesterV1 Though their lives are over, 
the tragedy of their deaths has been exalted by the fruitful

ness of their victory* In Kino,Lear Shakespeare achieves a

; : ^°Kinq Lear. Vi 3. 11. 195-19So r  ,
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ftull-cirele sense of completion in that recognition of error- 
and regeneration are accomplished within the play<, Hence 
one feels the presence of justice in this life 8 whereas in 

Ha'ra’let the ‘solution of the problem and the administering of 

jostice seem to depend really on the 'afterlife0 When the 
smoke of battle clears, the •significance of the bodies on 
the stage is confused, Fortinbras is left on the throne, 
a man whose character^ one who would risk all "even for an
: ' - ' ; ;; 41 " • ■ . / ■ ^eggshell," has been seriously questioned by hamlet.

In the conclusion of the two plays, therefore, 

Shakespeare 5 s qualifying uncertainty,‘apparent in Hamlet« 
has been resolved in King Lear, Shakespeare has so 
definitely shaped the characters and so clearly developed 

the themes of the later play that there can be no mistak

ing the nature of good and evil, the need for commitment, 

and, most important of all, the fact that ",,,righteous ; 

forces are not weaker than those Of malignancy but :

; stronger,;"42';.'',:̂  : ;V'; ; y ; f v-.

41Hamlet ,. I V , ' 4,: 1 , ;53V 

4^Craig, p, 210e
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' The piarpese of this study has been- to inv/estigati

the deveiopmept of Shakespeare during his major periods, 
the period of the four great tragediess by means of a: 
detailed comparison between three pairs of secondary 

characters in Hamlet and Kino Lear, The thesis which 

has been advanced is that the differences which change 
Osric to Oswald, Ophelia to Cordelia, and Polonius to 
Gloucester reflect Shakespeare®s.increasing skill in 
characterizatipn' as well as his increased ability to 

use character as a symbolic toolo •

The earlier pert of this paper concentrates 
primarily on character per se. It outlines first the 

similarities between characters to be compared, simiA- 
larities which occur primarily in the more obvious areas

of age, position, intellect,' and type of problem to be

dealt with® Next, it turns to the differences between 

these characters, such differehces occurring primarily 
in the ways in which they solve their problems, and 

stemming mainly from the stronger moral fiber which 
transforms the superficial Osric into .the ambition- 

oriented Oswald, the blindly obedient but misguided!



Ophelia ihjfco t h e ,clear?sighted and restorative Cordelia, 
and finally, the fatuous, comic figure of Polonius into 
the erring but ultimately regenerated Gloucester0

On the basis of this discussion it is argued that 

Shakespeare^s'latter characters are mere positive in what 
they stand for, are more aware of themselves in relation 

to others, and consequently carry greater responsibility 
in terms of mPral commitment for their actionse Also, 
hecause'of these factors, they stand; out more strongly > 
as integrated characters and are able to contribute more 

forcefully and deeply to the meaning of the play as a 

. wholeo ■ . , ', ; • f:;;; ' ' . , - \ . .
•: ;■ . ■ The latter part of this paper has attempted to ,
show that Shakespeare 8 s development as a creator of . '
dramatic character i s •both accompanied and to some extent 

made possible by his development as a thinker* Evidence 
of this second kind of development has been found in his • 
use of two major themes? that of the ambiguity of'appear

ances' and that of the nature of n ature 0

The ambiguity of appearances, theme, which comprises 

■ n t h a c 1 o, th.es p attern" an d ’* t he M si gh t .pat tern ® : a s'- sourc es; ■' o f 
humahi' error, has been 'shown as only tenuously defined in ; 

Hamlet through the foolishness of Osric and Polonius'and th 

misapprehensions surrounding Ophelia, But in King Lear, th
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same theme is viewed from every angles Oswald’s error in 

basic values, Cordelia's clear-sightedness* and finally, 
a combination of the two in Gloucester, who struggles out 

of his errors to a position of insight and moral certitude* 
/ The nature of nature theme presents a similar 

pattern of:evidence, showing Shakespeare’s development 
from the early-play to the iater one. The conflict be~|  ̂ : 

tween animal and moral nature exists only in the background 
of Hamlet without every really coming 'forward to the foot

lights,, Dsric, Ophelia and Polonius a l l ,violate moral 
nature in one Way or another, but they do so in a naive 
and almost sub-conscious way, , Qsric and Polonius are 
treated as objects pf comedy, Ophelia as an. object of pity, 
but the reasons behind the comedy and the pity are not 

clearly enunciated. It is not until the writing of Kina; 

Lear that Shakespeare spells out the nature theme in 
letters so large that even the secondary figures are faced 

with a clear, moral choice. In their choosing, Shakespeare 
is able to give them almost symbolic statuss the evil 

(moral flunnaturalness8?) of Oswald and Edmund, the loyalty 
to principie (moral ,tnaturai.nessfl) of Cordelia and Kent, 

and again, the dichotomy in Gloucester, a conflict' between 
the two opposing natures, fhe.working out of which makes of 

his life a pilgrimage from sin to salvation.



The moral depth which .gives Kino Lear so much of - 
its power unmistakably echoes the deepening of Shakespearers 

own reflective powers in the five or six years following the 
writing of Hamlet . He .is no longer so much concerned with 
the internal, psychdlogical struggles of the individual as 

with the universal, moral order of the whole human world 
and the conflict of forces which enliven it. His widening 
interests and increasing skill in portraying those interests; 

through dramatic characterization mark Shakespeare, not 
simply as a genius who produced some of the greatest plays 
in dramatic literature, but^ rafher, as an artist whose 

cumulative experiences continued to enrich his growth 
throughout his life, especially in the magnificent period 
of his four great tragedies,,
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